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ABSTRACT

A new technique to analog sampled data filtering is presented which

can be fully integrated using MOS technology. Advantages of this new

approach are reduced circuit complexity, low sensitivity to coefficient

variations and efficient utilization of silicon area. Performance of

monolithic low Q (Q=l) and high Q (Q«=73) filters are presented which

were implemented using NMOS technology. In implementing the high Q

filter a new operational amplifier design was used which had a 14 V

output range, rms noise voltage of 45 pV, an open loop gain of 6000 and

a unity gain bandwidth of 2 MHz.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

One of the most common circuits In electronic systems are filters

for frequency selective filtering. As large scale Integration techniques

are being used to Integrate systems. It Is becoming Increasingly important

to develop techniques to efficiently Implement these filters. Since

these applications often require a large number of filters on a single

Integrated circuit (IC) as well as circuitry to implement other system

functions; It Is desirable that the filters be fully Integrated, require

no trimming and use as little silicon circuit area as possible.

Conventional active filters which use a thin film or other hybrid

technology, while being a significant advance over discrete component

passive filters, do not meet any of the above requirements and are

therefore not appropriate for the system LSI applications.

A more promising approach Is the use of charge transfer devices (CTD)

to Implement analog sampled data transversal filters [1]. However, since

CTD transversal filters have only zeros of transmission (no poles) in

their transfer function, they are relatively Inefficient In their use of

silicon area In Implementing simple frequency response functions: e.g.,

a narrow band pass response with a Q of 90, which can be implemented with

a two pole recursive filter, requires five hundred CTD stages [2]. In

addition, the large Insertion loss experienced In CTD transversal filters,

which Is usually greater than 20 dB with non-destructive capacltlve

sensing, requires that a low noise output amplifier be used In order to

obtain filter dynamic ranges In excess of 70 dB [3]. It Is difficult to

achieve the required level of noise performance with Integrated MOS

operational amplifiers.



Monolithic recursive filters have been Implemented using analog

sampled data techniques which do not have the above disadvantages. The

output signal voltage In a recursive filter can be sensed directly (Instead

of capacltlvely) resulting In a larger signal and thus significantly

relaxing the requirements on the noise performance of the amplifiers.

Previous Implementations of MOS analog sampled data recursive filters

have used the conventional direct form of a second order section and even

though this organization Is widely used In digital filtering, the sensitivity

of the filter frequency response to the values of the filter coefficients

can be very high [4]. In general this Is not an Important disadvantage

for a digital filter since It Is only necessary to Increase the number of

bits used In quantization of the filter coefficients until adequate

performance Is achieved. However, It Is Important In an analog sampled

data Implementation, because there are physical limits to the achievable

coefficient accuracy.

In this work new configurations of analog sampled data recursive

filters will be presented which yield frequency responses that have a

low sensitivity to the values of the filter coefficients [5,6]. In

addition these new filters will be shown to need only a small amount of

silicon area and require relatively low performance amplifiers.

These filters, which are based on conventional state variable filter

design techniques, make use of switches, capacitors and operational

amplifiers In a manner related to the "switched" filters that were

Investigated using discrete components In the late 1960's [7]. In this

paper we will refer to these filters as switched capacitor filters. It

will be found that the MOS technology Is particularly well suited for

Implementing these filters for the following reasons: the high density



of MOS components (e.g., MOS operational amplifiers are 3-5 times smaller

than their bipolar counterparts); the high precision and stability with

which filter coefficients can be derived using ratios of capacitor values;

and the essentially ideal characteristics of MOSFET switches.



CHAPTER 2

PRINCIPLES OF ANALOG SAMPLED DATA FILTERS

2.1. Sampled Data Systems

There is a wide variety of active filter techniques available to

the linear active filter designer. Unfortunately most of these

techniques have several disadvantages: (1) cost: typically four precision

components (two resistors and two capacitors) are required for each

complex pole pair, (2) sensitivity: the center frequency and bandwidth

are often very sensitive functions of active gains or absolute values of

feedback components, (3) complexity: these components can only be

fabricated in integrated form using thin film or hybrid technology [8].

As shown in Chapter 1, one solution to this problem has been the use

of sampled data techniques and digital filtering concepts (transversal

and direct form recursive filters).

The basic difference between an analog and sampled data system is

that the analog system processes a continuous time-varying physical

quantity, e.g. voltage, while the sampled data system utilizes time samples

of such a signal. The outputs of both systems are identical at the

sampling points [9]. In a digital system these samples would have to be

converted to a digital word by an analog-to-digital converter. Figure 2.1

illustrates the difference between these three systems.

The sampled data system consists of a sampler and an analog processor.

As a result of the sampling process a set of time samples is obtained

from a continuous input signal x(t). The sample x^ = x(mT^) can be

obtained by multiplying x(t) by the appropriate unit impulse function,

6(t-mT-). The sampled signal is then represented by the sample set.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Analog system

(b) Digital system

(c) Analog sampled data system



° £ x(t)6(t-inT ) (2.1)
in=-"

In a continuous-time notation. In discrete-time notation this will look

as follows:

oo

® 2 *(®T^) 5[(n-m)T^] (2.2)
IQS—00

This can be written as

CO

x(n) = 2 *(®) <5(n-m) (2.3)
|Q=r—00

It is interesting to compare the Fourier transforms of x(t) and

x^CnTc):

X(w) =1 x(t)e~^"^ dt (2.4)
J—00

- -JraiT
Xg(i>>) = 2- x(nTj,)e '' (2.5)

n=-"

The latter can be written as follows:

XU)"— 2 X(<a +I®^) (2.6)
C n=-« C

2
where = = 2iif .Tj, c c

It can be seen from Eq. (2.4) and (2.6) that the discrete Fourier

transform Xg(u)) is a superposition of an infinite number of shifted

Fourier transforms X(a)) [9]. The result is shown in Fig. 2 for a case

where X(f) is bandlimited at f^. If the sampling rate f^ is greater than

2f^ then it is possible to recover the continuous signal x(t) from the

sampled one simply by filtering out the shifted spectra (see Fig. 2.2b).



V

Figure 2.2: (a) The Fourier spectrum of a continuous signal

(b) The Fourier spectrum of a sampled signal with

a sample rate of f^> 2f
(c) The Fourier spectrum for a sample rate of f^<2fj^



If the sample rate is lower than 2fjj as shown in Fig. 2.2.c, then the

shifted spectra overlap and x(t) cannot be recovered without distortion.

This effect is called aliasing.

A suitable prefilter which limits the bandwidth of the input signal

to half the sampling rate (so that f^^ = f^/2 is needed to avoid aliasing

(so called antialiasing filter).

2.2. The 2-Transform

A common representation of the sample set is so called z-transform,

defined as follows: The z-transform of any complete set [x(n)] of

regular samples of a function x(t) is

X(z) « ^ x(n)z~^ (2.7)
n=-«>

From Eq. (2.5) we see that if the z-transform is evaluated on a unit

joiTc
circle z « e we find

X(z)
jwT « -jconT

jwT ~ ~ S x(n)e (2.8)
2=e ^

which is the Fourier transform of the sequence x(n). An ample discussion

of the basic properties of the z-transform can be found in literature

[9,10,11,12]. Three important properties that are going to be used in

this work will be briefly discussed in the next three sections.

2.2.1. Linearity

The z-transform is linear: the z-transform of aXj^(n) + bX2(n)

is aX^(z) + bX2(2) for all real a and b. Xj^(z) is the z-transform of

Xj^(n) and X2(z) is the z-transform of X2(n).



2.2.2. Delays

If x(n) has z-transform X(z), then x(n-k) has the z-transform

z^^Cz) for all k. Thus a difference equation can be easily converted

into the z-transform domain. E.g., the difference equation

y(n) = x(n) - ay(n-l) - by(n-2) (2.9)

has a z-transform representation

Y(z) « X(z) - az ^(z) - bz ^(z) (2.10)

where Y(z) is the z-transform of y(n).

2.2.3. Convolution

If x(n) is the input to a discrete-time linear system with unit

impulse response h(n) and y(n) is the output [see Fig. 2.3a], then

Y(z) « X(z) H(z) (2.11)

where X(z), H(z), and Y(z) are the respective z-transforms of x(n), h(n),

and y(n). We have assumed that the system is time-invariant, i.e.,

if the input sequence x(n) produces an output sequence y(n), then the

input sequence x(n-k) produces the output sequence y(n-k) for all k.

From Eq. (2.10) and (2.11) we can write

M ' -i -21+az •^+bz ^

2.3. Principles of Discrete Time Filtering

Our discussion in Section 2.1 indicates that both concepts of

discrete time filtering, i.e. analog sampled data technique and digital



(o)

Figure 2.3: (a) Linear tine-invariant system

(b) z-transform representation of a
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filters, are related because they work with discrete time signals. The

^fffexrence is the processor implementation which is analog in the case

of analog sampled data filters and digital in the case of digital filters.

Thus as far as we do not discuss the implementation, the discrete time

filter theory applies to both concepts.

As an introduction to discrete time filtering, a discrete time version

of a continuous time single pole, RC filter will be analyzed [13].

Figure 2.4a shows such a filter. The relation between the continuous time

input and output voltages is given by

Vout<'> =

For the .discrete time version of this filter it is necessary to replace

the continuous time derivative in Eq. (2.13) with the finite difference

form of a derivative, i.e.

dV (t) V [nT^l-V ^[(n-l)T-]out^^ ^ out^ C' out'^ C (2.14)
dt T^

where V^^t^ ^out^*^^C^ adjacent time samples of the
output voltage. When this substitution is carried out the original

differential equation (2.13) is converted into the difference equation:

c ^

T_ pp
Using Oj «= and simplifies to

c c
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Figure 2.U: (a) Continuous time single pole BC lovpass filter

(b) Discrete time version of a

(c) z-transform representation of b
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Figure 2.4b shows the implementation of Eq. (2.16). It has been shown

in the Section 2.2.2 how a difference equation can be converted into

a z-transform:

Similarly as in Eq. (2.12), the z-transform of this filter can be

expressed as a rational polynomial in z i.e.,

X ^OUt^^^ ®1 /O ION= V (z) " ^ ^ ^ ^^in^ '̂' l-a^z ^
ja)T

As noted in Section 2.2, the substitution z = e will lead to the

discrete time filter transfer function

H>) ^
1 C , . RC,t ^ Cl-a«e 1 + Tp-(l-e

For comparison the transfer function for the continuous time filter is

z « e

«<•> - nisc
-jwT,Q

For very high sampling rate f^ » 1, i.e. « 1, e can be replaced

by (l-jwT ). Then equations (2.19) and (2.20) are identical and therefore
u

at low frequencies, f « f^, the two filters yield the same response.

However, at higher frequencies there is a significant deviation in the

two responses since the discrete time filter response is periodic with a

period equal to the sampling period T^, «

This can be seen when we analyze the mapping from the z-plane into

the 8-plane. By definition

sT
C (2.21)
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where s •= a+ju). Then s can be expressed as

1
s = —

1 1 J(e+2iin) -
ln(z) = ln(Re ) ° ^ (6±2Trn) (2.22)

C C

From here ve obtain

or

0) = (e+2irn) (2.23)
C

(2.24)

where n = 0,1,2,3,... . This periodicity is characteristic for all

discrete time filters.

2.4. Discrete Time Filter Structures

As discussed in the last chapter, the z-transform of a discrete time

filter can be expressed as a rational polynomial in z A general

expression is

NE-m

in , -m

m=0

where b^ «= 1. The corresponding difference equation is

N N

V . (n) = ^ a V (n-m) - b V (n-m) (2.25)
out ® in ' m out

m=0 m=l

A simple realization of this difference equation is shown in Fig. 2.5a.

This represents the most general linear discrete time filter which can be

realized using summers, multipliers and delay elements according to our

difference equation. The Eq. (2.25) contains two kinds of terms:

feedback terms determined by coefficients b and feed forward term
m



f
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Figure 2.5: (a) Recursive (IIR) filter

(b) Transversal (FIR) filter
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determined by a^. A filter which contains any feedback terms is called

a recursive or infinite impulse response (IIR) filter.

If the difference equations contains only feedforward coefficients

a » then we obtain a transversal or finite impulse response (FIR) filter
m

(Fig. 2.5b). Similarly to the recursive filter the z-transform and the

difference equations are

V ^(z) N

= i: V"
in m=0

N

V ^(n) « 2 a V. (n-m) (2.27)
out m in

m=0

The impulse response of a transversal filter is [14]:

N

V ^(t) = 2 ^Tn ) (2.28)
out ™ C

m=0

From Eq. (2.27) and (2.28) it can be seen that h^ = a^, i.e. the impulse

response h^^ is equal to the weighting coefficients a^. FIR filter can be

very easily implemented using CTD technology. Some advantages and

disadvantages of these filters are discussed in Chapter 1.

Hore discussion on comparison of IIR and FIR filters can be found

in literature [10,12].

2.5. Relationship between s-plane and z-plane Poles

We have discussed a first-order discrete time filter in Section 2.3

the transfer function of which is given by Eq. (2.18). The pole of this

function in the z-plane is

z - «2
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The question arises as to how the corresponding pole in the s-plane

can be found. Using Eq. (2.21) we find

pTp
« e (2.30)

where p is the pole in the p-plane. The position of the pole is

determined by the sampling rate f^ and the coefficient a^:

p = f In(a.) (2.31)
c z

Let us recall for a moment the original continuous time filter discussed

in Section 2.3, from which our discrete time filter was derived. The

analogy between these two filters was based on « RC/(T^+RC). If this

is substituted in Eq. (2.31) we get

For high sampling rate, i.e. « RC, it can be shown that

u c

Thus we obtain

P " RC
(2.34)

which is the pole of the continuous time filter (see Eq. (2.20)).

Figure 2.6 shows the pole in both planes.

Let us focus our attention on a second-order system. This will be

useful later on when we will be investigating second-order lowpass

filters. A second-order continuous time transfer function that realizes

a lowpass characteristic is



e %

Figure 2.6: (a) Pole of a Ist-order system in the s-plane
(h) Pole of a Ist-order system in the z-plane
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H(s) (2.35)

S +-^8+0.^

The poles are complex conjugate roots of the denominator which are given

by

®1,2 "o^~ 2Q - ^ (2.36)

where oj^ and Qare the center frequency and selectivity of the filter

respectively. The 3 dB bandwidth is given by

Af«^ (2.37)
The complex conjugate poles of Eq. (2.35) in the s—plane are shown in

Fig. 2.7a.

Complex poles can be realized either using passive RLC networks

or active RC networks. The latter ones contain an active element, usually

an operational amplifier. If the input signal to such an active filter

is increased, the output continues to increase until eventually the

output waveform becomes clipped because the amplifier saturates. On the

other hand, the minimum input signal level should be large enough to

maintain all signal levels above the noise voltage. Thus we define the

dynamic range as the ratio of the maximum usable output voltage to the

noise output voltage [20]. Since the output voltage depends on the

filter transfer function, the dynamic range depends on the noise voltage,

the output swing of the operational amplifier and the frequency

characteristics of the active filter.

Let us consider the magnitude of the function given by Eq. (2.35):
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Figure 2.7: (a) Complex conjugate poles of a 2nd-order system
in the s-plane

(b) Complex conjxjgate poles in the z-plane
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|H(u)| •»— (2.38)
2 2

The peak frequency, i.e. the frequency at which the magnitude achieves a

maximum is obtained by equating the derivative of |h(w)| to zero:

- » (2.S9.)

Solving this equation we obtain

and the magnitude is

2K,Q
H = |H((tf=u„)| = (2.39c)

max ' p

Note that for high Q filters

and

(i) " b}
p O

(2.40a)

|H(u)=u)p)| = IhCwhu)^) I (2.40b)

where

K Q
|H(a)=^^)| *=-2" (2.41a)

«o

It can be seen from Eq. (2.39) and (2.41) that the dynamic range can be

a problem for high Q filters since the max. magnitude of the signal is

proportional to Q. Furthermore it can be seen that the max. magnitude
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appears approximately at the center frequency Wq for high Q.

For low Q filters, u will more towards iiy=0 and the max. magnitude
P

will be close to

K
|H(<i)=0)1 =-^ (2.41b)

"O

We shall now turn our attention to sampled data filters. The

2—transform of a second-order lowpass filter would be

H(z) = (2.42)
z -az+b

The poles of this polynomial are

If R is the distance of the poles from the origin of the z plane and 0

is the angle of the poles it can be readily shown that (see Fig. 2.7b)

a « 2R cos 0 (2.44)
and

b = r2 (2-«)

Thus we obtain the canonical equation for a second order lowpass filter

(2.46)^2H(z) ® 2 2
z -2zR cos 6+R

Referring to Eq. (2.21) and (2.36) it can be found that

Icos((i)(jT^ ^-(^) )±J^^"("0^0 /^~^2Q^
(2.47)
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A comparison of R from Eq. (2.A5) and (2,A7) yields

_

\z\ " e •* R •* (2.48)

The selectivity is then

ft, T_ 2iTf
o = _ -J2_£ 2__ (2.49)

ln(b) £ ln(b)
c

Similarly the comparison of R cos 6 (Eq, (2.AA) and (2,A7)) gives

— ^ / 2 / 2
Re 2 « = e cos(a)^T^ ® cos(a)^T^ ^ (2.50)

After some manipulation we get

(D « "5^ ln(b)) +(arc cos —^ ) (2.51)

The center frequency is

°27 °2i/i
Using the polar coordinates for the selectivity and center frequency

ve obtain following expressions:

vf

Q - - f^ln(R)
(2.53a)

f = /e^+(ln(R))^ (2.53b)
o zx

When Eq. (2.53b) is substituted in Eq. (2.53a), it becomes clear, that

Q is independent of the clock rate:

Ft ^/e^-t-(lti(R)) (2.54)
2 ln(R)
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while f scales with the clock rate. For poles close to the unit circle
o

(i.e. for f « f and Q » 1) R will be close to 1 and log R will be
o c

very small. Then the Eq. (2.53b) can be written as

ef

= IT

and the Eq. (2.54) is reduced to

Q- - nfw

Because R is close to 1 the approximation ln(R) - R-1 can be used and

thus

0 =-t-2-^ (2.56b)^ 2(1-R)

When looking for the dynamic range of the sampled data filter

(Eq. (2.42)), we are going to assume that the max. magnitude again appears

at the center frequency f^ as was the case of the continuous time filter.

Furthermore we assume that the poles are close to the unit circle. Then

^L=<. - <2.57)
' o

and the max. magnitude is given approximately by

|H(e^®) I = t: <2-58a)
|e^ -2e^ Rcos e+R 1

Using

R=l-# (2.58b)K i 2Q

from Eq. (2.56) and
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R^ =l-| (2.58c)

we find that

Because sin 6 ~ 6 for high sampling rate our final result is

QK«
H (2.58e)iiax g2

For low Q filters, the max. magnitude will be close to the DC value:

|H(e^®=l)| =K2 (2.59)
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CHAPTER 3

ANALOG SAMPLED DATA RECURSIVE FILTERS

USING STATE VARIABLE TECHNIQUES

3.1. Switched Capacitor "Resistors"

A major reason that active filters have not previously been fully

integrated In MOS technology Is the necessity of accurately defining

resistance-capacitance products* which requires that the absolute value

of the resistors and capacitors be well controlled. In addition*

Integrated (diffused) resistors have poor temperature and linearity

characteristics as well as requiring a large amount of silicon area.

A circuit that performs the function of a resistor which does not

have these disadvantages has been Investigated Independently by several

vorkers [5* 15] and Is shown In Fig. 3.1a. The operation of this resistor

Is as follows; the switch Is Initially In the left hand position so that

the capacitor C Is charged to the voltage, V^^. The switch Is then thrown

to the right and the capacitor Is discharged to the voltage* V^. The

amount of charge which flows Into (or from) V2 Is thus Q.= C(V2'~V2^). If

the switch Is thrown back and forth every T^ seconds* then the current

flow, 1, Into V2 will be

(3.i>
T

c

Thus the size of an equivalent resistor which would perform the same

function as this circuit Is R« T^/C. If the switching rate* f^ = 1/T^*

Is much larger than the signal frequencies of Interest then the time

sampling of the signal which occurs In this circuit can be Ignored and the

switched capacitors can then be considered as a direct replacement for a

conventional resistor. If* however* the switch rate and signal frequencies



I
(o)

V,

'I
(b)

Figure 3«1: (a) A "resistor" implemented using a switched

capacitor

(h) MOS implementation of a
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are of the same order then sampled data techniques are required for

analysis and, as for any sampled data system, the input signal should be

band-limited below f /2 as dictated by the sampling theorem.
c

The MOS realization of the circuit of Fig. 3.1a is shown in Fig. 3.1b.

The two MOSFETs are operated as switches which are pulsed with a two

phase non-overlapping clock (<^ and <|>) at a frequency f^. The stability

and linearity of the resistance value, R = l/(f^C),is much better than

that obtained from diffused resistors, since the insulator in a properly

fabricated MOS capacitor has essentially ideal characteristics. For

example, typical temperature coefficients for these capacitors are less

than 10 ppm [16]. Another important advantage of the switched capacitor

resistors is the high accuracy of RC time constants that can be obtained

with their use. If a capacitor, which is switched at a clock rate

of f is connected to a capacitor, C«, the resultant time constant of
c ^

this RC network, is

^RC °
C 1 C 1

For a given clock rate the value of is therefore determined by a ratio

of capacitor values which makes it insensitive to most processing variations.

The relative values of the capacitors and C2 are determined by

photolithographic definition of their area. Since the capacitance per

unit area is uniform across an XC it is possible to achieve high precision

in the capacitor ratio. It has been shown that the error in such ratios

can be less than 0.1% using standard MOS processing techniques [16]. In

addition the stability of this ratio is extremely high since to first

order there is no temperature dependence in the capacitance ratio. It

is thus apparent that the switched capacitor resistor of Fig. 3.1 makes
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it possible to design precise stable RC active filters which can be fully

integrated using MOS technology.

3.2. State Variable Technique

The problem of implementing active filters in MOS technology has

thus been reduced to a question of what kind of an active filter should

be used. The state variable synthesis method [17] has the dual advantages

of a. very low sensitivity to coefficient values as well as only requiring

relatively low performance operational amplifiers.

State variable filters are derived from analog simulation techniques

used in analog computers. The basic building block of these computers

is an operational amplifier connected as an integrator [18]. A state-

variable network configuration is illustrated in Fig. 3.2a. The voltage

transfer function has the form

, . N-2, N-1^ N
\ut<"> a^H-a,s:H...-fa^,,s +a^.^s ^a^s
^in^®^ b^j+bj^s+.. .+bjj_2®^

A slightly different configuration for a second-order lowpass filter is

shown in Fig. 3.2b. The transfer function is

^out^®^ ^ ®0^1^2 (3.4)
^in^®^ s^+sb^+b^b2

Comparison with Eq. (2.35) yields the following filter characteristics;

« (3.3)
1^2

(3.6)•k
K » a b b (3.7)•^1 ®0®1*^2
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(a)

.1—{Q .

(if")

Figure 3.2: (a) State variable netvrork configuration

(b) Second-order loAvpass filter in state variable

technique
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3.3. Filter Sensitivity

Now we will turn our attention to sensitivity of the transfer

function parameters to filter element changes. E.g., the fractional

change in the center frequency Wq for a given fractional change in

is given by

r
0

Ab,

"0
"1

The sensitivity of Wq with respect to b^^ is then

(0. b.
0 1

'"1 U)
0

(3.8)

(3.9)

31

For the case of the filter from Fig. 3.2b described in the last section;

(3.10)
• (0 b)

h 2

jQ -i
S 2

(3.11)

(3.12)

Equations(3.11) and (3.12) suggest that it is possible to achieve low

sensitivity even for high Q state—variable filters.

Let us investigate sensitivity of first-order sampled data systems.

Consider again the cipcuit from Fig. 3.3a. It has been shown (Eq. (2.31))

that the 3 dB cut-off frequency for this filter was

"adB °
(3.13)

The sensitivity of with respect to O2 is then



V
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•» Vo«t(=1^

-I

> 0

v_ c

Figure 3*3: (a) Sampled data Ist-order lowpass filter
(b) Sampled data integrator

(c) Ist-order lowpass filter using sampled data
integrator
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(3.14)

This expression shows what can be obviously extended to higher order

recursive sampled-data filters as well: the higher clock rate is chosen

when designing the filter the higher the sensitivity of filter parameters

will be: from Eqs.(3.13) and (3.14) we obtain for a first-order system

s"3dB f
c

"3dB
(3.15)

The sensitivity S will be large for a pole close to the unit circle.
2

To minimize sensitivity, the designer would have to select sufficiently

low clock rate f ; the roll-off of the antialiasing prefilter (see
c

Chapter 2.1) should be then very sharp. In the next part we are going to

show that the sensitivity is inversely proportional to the clock rate

for sampled-data recursive filters in state-variable technique and thus

it is decreasing for increasing f^. This relaxes requirements on the

antialiasing prefilter: the prefilter can be then very simple with only

a gradual roll-off and it can be realized with a small number of external

low-precision elements.

The basic element of state-variable filters is an integrator as

noted before. Figure 3.3.b shows a block diagram of a sampled data

integrator. The integrator performs two basic functions: it multiplies

samples of the input voltage by a constant factor and stores all samples

with delay T . Mathematically expressed in z-transform this looks as
c

follows:

V ^(z) =a.,[l+z^ + z^ + z^ + ...]V. (z)
out 1 in

(3.16)
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The transfer function is then

1-2 ^

A first-order recursive lowpass filter using the sampled data integrator

(Fig. 3.3c) has then the z-transform

H(z) = — r (3.18)
l-(l-a3)z"^

This filter which we will now call a recursive state-variable filter has

the z-transform similar to the one for the filter discussed above (Eq. (2.18))

however has been replaced by (l-a^). To illustrate the advantage of

the state-variable technique we shall calculate the 3 dB cut-off frequency

which is now

"SdB =

and the sensitivity of with respect to is

g*^3dB _ ®3
"3 ^"®3 In(l-a^) (3.20)

For a pole close to the unit circle will be very small. When the original

design equation (3.19) is substituted back into Eq. (3.20) we find

*^3dB

s 3^® = (e -1) —(3.21)
"3 "3dB

For high clock rate we approximate

"3dB
b!

s 1 O. -

f

f _ b)
e ^

c

C = 1 + (3.22)
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and we find

S - 1 (3.23)

Figure 3.A shows filter coefficients and sensitivities as functions of

ti^dB—j— for filters we have Just discussed. We can conclude that for high
c

clock rate (—^— « 1)
c

s'̂ dB g-^dB (3 24)
®3 ®2

and therefore the state-variable recursive filter (Fig. 3.3c) is a better

choice for a system with high f^.

3.4. Sampled Data Integrators

As mentioned above the basic building block of state variable

filters is an operational amplifier connected as an integrator as shown in

Fig. 3.5a. The transfer function of this integrator is

«•> - -3=^
In Fig. 3.5.b the resistor, in the integrator has been replaced by

til
the switched capacitor circuit of Fig. 3.1a with ®

clock period, the capacitor is charged to the voltage V^^(nT^) and then

after the switch is thrown to the right, is discharged by the operational

amplifier. The charge effectively transferred from

to the feedback capacitor C2^ Taking into account the delay of one clock
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t 2

0ME6A 3DB/CL0CK RATE

(a)

Figure S.L.a: Coefficient as a function of oo^^/f^ for filter
from Fig. 3-3-a
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SENSITIVITY OF COMESA 3DB> TO CALPHA 2)

S

4

3

Figure 3.U,b: Sensitivity as a function of for

filter from Fig»3»3*a

1 2

0ME6A 3DB/CL0CK RATE

(b)
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1 2

OMEGA 3DB/CL0CK RATE

(c)

Figure 3-^-c: Coefficient as a function of o^^/f^ for filter
from Fig. 3* 3-c
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SENSITIVITY OF COMEGA 3DB> TO CALPHA 35

5

OMEGA 3DB/CL0CK RATE

(d)

CD.

Figure 3*^-d: Sensitivity as a function of ^Qp
^3

filter from Fig.3»3«c
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(a)

Tl OUT

(t)

v,„ <^LiU W«"

(c)

Figure 3-5: (a) A conventional integrator

(b) A sampled data integrator

(c) z-transform block diagram of integrator in b
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period Introduced by the switching process results in the following

charge conservation equation:

° - '=iVi„((n-l)T^l (3.26)

Since this is a sampled data system, the z-transform technique should be

used, which yields the transfer function

-(C./C,)2'̂
H(z) = (3.27)

1-z""^

A block diagram of the z-transform interpretation of this integrator is

shown in Fig. 3.5c. If a high clock rate is assumed then z can

be approximated by 1 + JwIq which when substituCed into Eq. (3.27) yields

Eq. (3.25) as exprected, i.e., if the capacitor, is switched fast

enough then it is equivalent to a resistor.

3.5. Second Order Filters

There are many possible circuit organizations using state variable

design techniques which can be used to implement two poles. In this

section four different versions will be presented and the advantages

and disadvantages of each with respect to sensitivity, the size of the

capacitor ratios and circuit complexity will be discussed.

3.5.1. Version 1

The conventional circuit for realizing a pair of complex poles using

state variables filters is shown in Fig. 3.6a. This is the realization

of the circuit from Fig. 3.2b. A straightforward replacement of the

resistors in this circuit with switched capacitors yields the circuit

shown in Fig. 3.6b. Since each integrator is inverting, the negative

feedback around both integrators requires an additional inversion. In



^IN T-

-VA-

1 Ri

C i^o

• I

4r^

r

pi VquTI

(a)

-AW-
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^OUTI
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®2^2X

R2 Cz

ojn

Cz-

"zCz t r

(b)

-tSt -IN T- T+

(c)

Figure 3.6: (a) A conventional state varialjle filter
(t) Sampled data version of a

(c) 2-transform "block diagram of b
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Fig. 3.6b this Is achieved by feeding the output back into the bottom

plate of the capacitor. The charge introduced into the first

integrator is thus t**® necessary sign inversion has

been accomplished. The second integrator has a local feedback obtained

through the switched capacitor ®2^2* conventional state variable

filters both bandpass (i.e., the transfer function has a zero near zero

frequency) and lowpass filter characteristics are available at the outputs

Vouti ^out2' lively. The z-transform block diagram of this

filter is shown in Fig. 3.6c. It is interesting to note that this block

diagram is the same as a digital filter structure which was developed for

low coefficient sensitivity [19]. The transfer function for the bandpass

filter output at

. -.'a-'a'-"
^inz - (a-a^)z+Cl+a^a^-o^)

where and 02 are the capacitor ratios defined in Fig. 3.6b. The lowpass

filter output at ^^^^2 transfer function

(3-29)
in z -(2-a2)z+(1+0^^02-02^

The position of the poles in the z-plane can be determined by comparing

to the canonical equation for a second order filter (see Eq. (2.A6))

H(z) = —5 2 (3.30)
z -2zR cos e+R

where R and 0 are the polar coordinates in the z-plane of the two poles.

Then the following formulas are valid (see Eq. (2.53))
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fjj - /e^+ln^(R) {3.31a)

« • -
c

where f^ and Qare the center frequency and selectivity respectively.

From Eqs. (3.28), (3.29), (3.30) and (3.31) the following design formulas

can be derived

_!!o
Qf TTf / Z

o *= 2[l-e ^ cos("T— 5:)] (3.32)

1 ~ Qf
o «l+^(e -1) (3.33)
^ °2

Since it is assumed that no trimming of component values will be performed

it is necessary to investigate the sensitivity of f^ and Q to variations

in and to determine the required accuracy of these ratios. For

f^ « f^ and Q» 1, the sensitivity of the center frequency, f^, to ct^

is approximately

2

"0
da

2

"9
T. = <2if:>

Q 0 c

The sensitivity thus can be reduced to 0.5 (i.e., a+1% tolerance in a^

yields a+0.5% variation in f^) by increasing the clock rate so that

« f . Similar sensitivity results are found to hold for Q. The
0 c

highest sensitivity is the Q sensitivity of which is approximately given

by

=21I ^ (3.35)
1 c

Therefore for high Q filters the clock rate required to obtain low

. f
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sensitivity may be very high.

To find the dynamic range of this filter, first we simplify Eq. (3.32)

and (3.33) for poles close to the unit circle:

«2 ^ 6(6 +p (3.36a)

°i " ^ " eq (3.36b)

and then use Eq.

out2

in
z=e

6 sin 6
= Q[1 -

OQ)
r] (3.37)

This is the max. magnitude of the signal at the lowpass filter output.

We should check the bandpass output as well:

outl

in je
2«e

Qa^[(l-a2)-e^®]
9 sin 6

Because cos 0 ~ 1 - -V and sin 6-0 for small 0 it can be written

l(l-a,>-e^®| = 6

and thus

outl

in je
z«e

o 0Q
i z ^ n ^

0 sin 0 0 ^
= S M - i

(3.38a)

(3.38b)

(3.38c)

An Interesting concept which could lead to programmable filters is

shown in Fig. 3.7a. It is similar to the filter from Fig. 3.6b, but the

capacitor is being switched at a clock rate f^j^ and <*2^2 switched

at a different clock rate f^2- lowpass output at
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Figure 3.7: (a) Version 1 filter with 2 different clock rates
(h) z-transform block diagram of a
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transfer function (see Fig. 3.7b):

V2
Vf^Cz)

®^c2where z^ ^ e. and o . Let us assume that

f , " kf , (3.40a)
c2 cl

which is equivalent to

47

(3.39)

T ,
T e (3.40b)
^c2 k

and further that the poles are close to the unit circle. Then the

following approximation is valid:

Z--1
2=1+ _1_ (3.41)

and the transfer function can be written as

V Az) a-kao"t2 1^_2 (3.42)
z^-Zj^(2-k02)+(l+aj^ka2-ka2)

This equation is identical to the Eq. (3.29) with the difference that 0-2

has been replaced by ko^. In this way can be changed by changing the

ratio f^2''̂ cl*

3.5.2. Version 2

The filter shown in Fig. 3.8a does not have high sensitivity to Q.

With this filter the sensivities remain at 0.5 even for high Q filters.

The single feedback line through the non-inverting input of the first
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Figure 3.8: (a) The version 2 filter vhich has low sensitivity
to the capacitor ratios and

(h) z-transform block diagram of a
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integrator simultaneously performs the overall negative feedback around

both integrators as well as the local feedback around the second Integrator.

This makes possible a reduction in circuit complexity in comparison to

version 1. The z-transform block diagram of this filter is shown in

Fig. 3.8b. The transfer function at the bandpass output, ^Qutl'

version 2 filter is

The lowpass output, transfer function.

*out2(^> V2

2^-(2-0202-02)z+(l-"2^

The design formulas for this filter are,

2Trf^

(3.43)

(3.44)

O2 = 1 - e (3.45a)

Qfc2(l-e "" 005(2-^J>*—^)]
»1 2^f^-^ ^ ^

1-e ^

Similarly as in the case of the version 1 filter, it can be shown,

that for poles close to the unit circle:

<^2'q (3.46a)

o, = qe (3.46b)

The max. magnitude of the signal at the lowpass output is



Vout2
^in
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OlOjQ
: Q (3-47a)

16 ® ®
2=e

and the max. magnitude at the bandpass output will be

il|eJ®-l|Q _V
outl

^in
• = Q'' (3.47b)

18 ®si" ®

where |e^®-l| = 0 for small 0. The Eq. (3.47b) suggests that there will

be a problem concerning the dynamic range of this filter. We would have

to attenuate the input signal for high Q filters in order to avoid the

output swing limitation of the amplifier and this would decrease the

dynamic range of the filter.

A disadvantage of this low sensitivity filter is that in order to

obtain a high value of Q (greater than 100) the capacitor ratios can

become quite large (also greater than 100) which requires a large amount

of silicon area. This tradeoff between the size of the capacitor ratio

and sensitivity appears to be a basic property of the sampled data state

variable filter approach.

This becomes clearer when the transfer function of all versions

presented are compared. Starting with the transfer function of a general

second-order lowpass filter (Eq. (2.42)

H(z) « (3.48a)
z -az+b

2
where a « 2R cos 0 and b = R (from Eq. (2.44) and (2.45)) we can conclude

that for poles close to the unit circle a will be close to 2 and b will

be close to 1. Therefore it is more advantageous from the point of view

of the state variable technique to realize a as a = (2-c) and b as b = (1-d)
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where c and d are both positive and very small. The Eq. (3.A8a) changes

to

^2H(z) •= -r (3.48b)
2 -(2-c)2+(l-d)

and the sensitivity can be easily calculated, e.g. S^, if we know the
sensitivity S^:

c la

Similarly

S « I—
®d b

(3.48c)

s3 (3.48d)
b

Since c and dare very small, both S^ and S^ will be much smaller
than S^ and S?, respectively. However the realization of very small

a b

coefficients will require very large capacitor ratios. When the transfer

functions of all filters analyzed in this chapter are compared this

particular version 2 is the best as far as the sensitivity is concerned

and corresponds most closely to the analog state variable filter.

3.5.3. Version 3a

Both versions 1 and 2 use two operational amplifier integrators to

realize two poles. One of these amplifiers can be replaced by a capacitor

(unswitched) to yield the single amplifier lowpass filter shown in

Fig. 3.9a. However a unity-gain buffer is needed between the two stages.

The unswitched capacitor C acts as an integrating capacitor when it

is charged from a small capacitor oC (see Fig. 3.9b). The charge

conservation equation yields
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ViN o—<or«. OUT

oCC =i= C

Figure 3*9: (a) The version 3a filter
("b) A passive sampled data integrator
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Figiire 3*9i (c) A passive RC integrator

(d) z-transform block diagram of b

(e) z-transform block diagram of a
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(l-Ki)CV^^^[nT^l = + aCV^^[ (n-l)T^] (3.49)

Thus we have obtained a passive sampled data integrator with the

transfer function

g ^-1
H(z) - ^ (3.50)

A block diagram of the z-transform of this integrator is shown in

Fig. 3.9d. For a high clock rate (f^»aj/2Tr) z can be approximated by

1 + which when substituted into Eq. (3.50) yields

H((o) i 5- (3.51)
l+juT^(l+ p

For very small a this function is the transfer function of an integrator.

This is similar to an RC lowpass filter (Fig. 3.9c) with very large RC

product.

The z-transform block diagram of the filter version 3a can be found

in Fig. 33e.

The transfer function at the lowpass output is

°1°2
V .(z) 1+a,
out 1

^ l+g^ l+gj^

The design equations for this filter are:
Iff,

0

Qf.. irf

(3.52a)

I-e ' cos(j-2 A- ^)
o, = 2 j 2 2 (3.52b)

- c , 0 j, r, ,2e cos (*2— /4 2/"^
c Q

Q£_ nf,
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2i.fo

1
"2 (3.52c)

As mentioned above the disadvantage Is that a unity-gain buffer Is needed,

If this buffer Is removed then there will be a charge sharing between the

capacitors and ^2^2 will call such filter version 3.

3.5.4. Version 3

The circuit diagram of this filter Is shown In Fig. 3.10a. In order

to derive the transfer function we have to write the charge conservation

equations first. The equation for the first stage has to Include the

charge sharing between all three capacitors: o^C, C and

- V^jj((n-2)Tc]) + Vc[(n-2)Tc] (3.53a)

where Is the voltage across the capacitor C. The second stage Is the

Integrator:

<3-531»

The z-transform block diagram of the whole filter Is shown In Fig. 3.10b.

The transfer function Is

V (z)out Li (3 5^3)

z -zCk+D+kd+a^^a^
where
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Figure 3.10: (a) Ibe version 3 filter which only requires a single
amplifier

(b) z-transform block diagram of a
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This filter has sensitivity characteristics which are similar to

version 1. Since there are three design variables and A, there is

an extra degree of freedom in this second order filter which can be

resolved by requiring the filter design to have the lowest possible

sensitivity.

A design procedure for this filter is as follows: first, choose a

value of o^; then calculate the value of k from the expression.

'^0 /—rk=2 exp[- qJ") cos[-j— A j] - 1; (3.55a)
^ c c / Q

finally, using the above values of k and a^t calculate and A,

1 1

°1 ° ^k

A=— (k"^(l-Hi,)"^-l) (3.55c)
"2 ^

The sensitivity calculation is quite involved and after some

manipulation we will find that for fp « f^ and Q >> 1 the filter

sensitivities are approximately given by (6«2iTfQ/f^)

S„° =:^ (1 - 8^(1+ ;f-)] (3.56a)
°1 ^"2 °2

= S/ - 4 (1- :7-)(l-e^) (3.56b)
A 2

6(1-0^)(a -1)

"i o^(i-e'')+e^

^ (3.56d)
®2 ®2
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(3.56e)

Let us plot and as a function of a (Fig. 3.11). The optimal case
A ^

is *= which yields ^ 2. Then the sensitivities are approximately;

s^o „ 1 (1. 3ei.
Cj, 4 ^ 2 '

=i

Qe(^)
2-e

cQ = s'' = -2^Oj ®A 2

The reader will note that for very small 6:

sQ
°i 2

and so it is equal to and S?.
«2 *

(3.57a)

(3.57b)

(3.57c)

(3.57d)

(3.58)

Before we check the dynamic range of the filter we express k and a.

for poles close to the unit circle as

k =1 - 6(0+ p

1 r-% i 11 *Oj ^k ^

The max. magnitude of the signal at the filter output is

V
out

V.
in j0z=e*'

—±_£— s 0
0 sin 8

(3.59a)

(3.59b)

(3.60)
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Figure 3.11: The sensitivities and as a function of



So far the capacitors used in the filters described here have been

considered linear. However in reality there will be some nonlinearity

which will make the capacitor value dependent on the signal level as

it will be explained later on. Therefore we should check how large

would the signal be on the integrating capacitor C (Fig. 3.10a). Using

the 2-transform block diagram from Fig. 3.10b the voltage across this

capacitor is given by

60

V (z) ka (z-l)
C - (3.61)

z^-zCk+D+kd+Oj^Oj'

Then

V
c

^in

ka. (e'̂ ®-l)Q -q
= —1 = ^ (3.62)

je "2
z=e*'

which is the max. magnitude of the signal level across C (with reference

to the input).
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CHAPTER A

ANALOG AMPLIFIERS IN MOS TECHJWLOGY

A.l. Introduction

The inherent need to implement analog functions in large MOS-LSI
» •

systems has already led to design of all-MOS analog functional blocks,

such as A/D converters and operational amplifiers [4,16,21-29,36]. In

this chapter basic analog building blocks suitable for MOS amplifiers
j

including discussion on multistage amplifiers will be presented.

We will concentrate on three types of technology: 1) single channel

technology using enhancement devices only, 2) single channel MOS technology

using enhancement and depletion devices, 3) CMOS technology. The discussion

of single channel MOS technology will be limited to NMOS technology

because transformation from an NMOS circuit to an analogous PMOS circuit

is straightforward.

4.2. MOSFET DC Characteristics and Small-Signal Parameters

Despite the existence of more accurate and sophisticated MOSFET

models [30-32] we will use the simple MOSFET model developed by Schichman

and Hodges which is the most convenient one for physical understanding

[33].

Figure 4.1 shows the cross section of a N-channel MOSFET in metal

• ' gate technology. Two N-regions are diffused into the P-substrate. A

gate electrode is positioned between these two regions and it is insulated

from the substrate by a thin layer of silicon dioxide. Figure 4.2 shows

symbol and notation for an N-channel MOSFET. Figure 4.3 illustrates

three areas of operation

a) cut-off region,

b) nonsaturation or linear region and
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Figure 'i-.l: Crossection of an N-channel 140SFET
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Figure Symbol of an N-channel >DSFET and voltage and current

notation
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\)*'ain CurreWt>

6&5

Figure U.3: Drain characteristics of an MOSFET
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c) saturation region.

The equation for the Schichman-Hodges model are as follows:

1. Nonsaturation region (Vgg-V^>Vpg):

Id =k(2(Vgg-Vj)Vj,g-v2g] (4,1)

2. Saturation region (^gs~^T^DS^*

Ip =k(Vg5-Vj)2 (4.2)

The parameter k is called the conduction factor:

, pC ye

k =k (f) =—f^ (f)

where y = average surface mobility of electrons in the channel,

t = thickness of the oxide over the channel,
ox

«= permittivity of the oxide,

£ = length of the channel,

V ~ width of the channel.

The threshold voltage is dependent upon the source-substrate voltage

\ =Vjo + T( v'VV^ - ) («•«)

where «= threshold voltage for V^g = OV,

^ = equilibrium junction potential,
B

Y = body effect coefficient.

For some applications it is Important to express that Ijj is dependent on

V - in saturation region, i.e. that the drain characteristic curve has
jjo

some finite slope even if this slope is rather small. The equation in
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saturation region can be then modified to

h ° <^-5>

where X ^ channel length modulation parameter. The small signal MOSFET

parameters are defined In terms of partial derivatives of the terminal

voltages and currents:

1. Nonsaturatlon region

"d
- transconductance (^*6)

1- output conductance — ® -rr;— = 2k(V---V -V _) (A.7)
DS ^ ^

2. Saturation region

- transconductance g =» 2i^I_(l+XV _) (A.8)
ro u uo

1 ^ID- output conductance — = TTTr"
rQ

(A.9)

Because usually XV _ « 1 the last two expressions can be written as
Jjd

and

^ =Xlo («•")
Now we can draw a small—signal equivalent circuit for a MOSFET valid for

both regions (Fig. A.Aa) that has to Include Intrinsic MOS and parasitic

capacitances as well (from Fig. A.Ab). The output resistance Is much

larger In the saturation region than In the nonsaturatlon region. Thus

in general, we try to operate MOSFETs In analog circuits In the saturation

region.
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Figure k^h: (a) Small-signal equivalent circuit for a MOSFEP

0) Intrinsic and parasitic MDSFET capacitances
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The MOSFET capacitances In saturation region are given by following

fomtulas:

° '̂ OVERLAP/UNIT CHANNEL WIDTH * (CHANNEL WIDTH) (4.12)

%S ° '̂̂ OVERLAP/UNIT CHANNEL WIDTH * (CHANNEL WIDTH) J

+ ((3) X (Cqxide/UNIT oxide AREA^ * (°*^°^ AREA)) (4.13)

Sb = '̂ JUNCTION ^ (-nraCTION AREA) (4.14)
Iv I

Sb ° '̂ JUNCTION

where ^OVERLAP overlap capacitance, occurs where the thin gate oxide

overlaps draiin N-regions,

" thin gate oxide capacitance,OXIDE

^JUNCTION junction capacitance at zero bias voltage.

Figure 4.5 shows the dependence of g^ and r^ on the quiescent

current 1^.

4.3. Basic MOS Analog Building Blocks

4.3.1. Inverters

The basic MOS inverter circuit with a passive linear load resistor

is shown in Fig. 4.6a. The small-signal voltage gain can be readily

obtained from Fig. 4.6b:

in • D

Assuming that Rj^ « , V - 6.25 jiA/V , - 10, Ij, = ImA, we

that for A^ •» 10 a resistor R^^ •> 20 kfl is needed. Atypical value of
sheet resistance for a standard conventional diffused resistor is

obtain
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TRANSCONDUCTANCE
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Figure U.5: StaaH-signal pareneters of a hDSFET as a function

of the quiescent current 1^^
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Figure U.6: (a) Circuit diagram of an MOS inverter with a passive

load resistor

(b) Small-signal equivalent circuit of a
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Plgiare ^.6.c: Drain characteristics of an KOS inverter with

a passive load resistor
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approximately 100 £2/®. As a result, a 20 kH resistor would be typically

0.3 mil wide and 60 mil long and it would occupy an area approximately

2 2
18 mil . The MOS driver would occupy only about 1 mil . Thus a MOS

load device is preferred to a diffused load resistor [34].

A simpliest MOS driver-load pair is an enhancement driver-enhancement

load pair (Fig. 4.7a). A simple calculation based on small signal

equivalent circuit for the enhancement load will show that the load

represents an impedance [(1/8^^2^(^^8* ^•7b). Because rQ2

and rQj^ » 1/8^^2 practical purposes we can write

, ^out . 5sl.
^ °-in °• V °"2^

Knowing that

Ipi ®Ijj2 ^ ^ ^T^l* ^2 " ^

the voltage gain is

(4.17)

(4.18)

Thus the voltage gain is determined solely by MOS device geometries.

Figure 4.7d shows that as we try to achieve high gain the driver device

is getting impractically wide and the load device impractically long.

Neglecting the channel length modulation of both devices we can write

for the DC transfer curve

^OOT"%D-/ir ('lN-V-\2
^£'2

assuming Ml is in saturation. Figure 4.7e shows the transfer characteristics

When the substrate bias is then the threshold voltages are
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Figure U.7: (a) MOS inverter with an 140S enhancement load device
(h) Small-signal equivalent circuit of a
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Figiare Drain characteristics of a
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Figxjre 4.7.d: Voltage gain of a vs. ratio of device geometries
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Vo.-VTO.

-9^VIN

HI IN

SKTUtLXTiON I Ml IN NONi^TUK^TlO^I

Figure 4.7#e: DC transfer curve of a
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*T1 •* ^TOl (^-20)

\2 = \02 + <'̂ -21>

where

V «B - V and V = - V - V
BSl BB BS2 BB OUT

The DC transfer curve will be somewhat nonlinear due to the body effect

^OUT ~̂DD ~/!wx ^^IN'̂ TOI ~ ~
/

- V - vf/A +V (A.22)^T02 '^^B BB OUT ^B^^

Rearrangement and differentiation yield

/IT

° 1 +i
(4.23)

^ •''l',+V„.+VB BB OUT,DC

Thus the small signal voltage gain is smaller due to the body effect.

Another MOS driver-load pair is an enhancement driver-depletion load

pair (Fig. A.8a). So far we have considered only enhancement MOSFETs.

Figure A.Sb illustrates the difference between an enhancement MOSFET

(V^>0) and a depletion MOSFET (V^<0). For the depletion MOSFET a

following configuration is possible:. the gate bias is kept constant

at zero volts by connecting the gate and source terminal together. In

a discrete version the substrate of the depletion MOSFET can be returned

to the source and thus the device will function as a constant current

source if the quiescent point is properly established [35]. The output

impedance is then given by the channel length modulation.
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Figure k,Qi (a) 1®S inverter with an ^iOS depletion load device

(b) characteristics of enhancement and depletion

mode devices
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Figure '♦•S: (c) Drain characteristics of a

(d) DC transfer curve of a
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In the integrated version the substrate will be connected to the

substrate bias voltage V _ and therefore the body effect will reduce
Do

the output impedance. The output impedance for the depletion device

H2 is

1 ^^2 3 2

^ ° ^^DS2 ^ '̂̂ 2^^GS2"^T2^ ^^**'̂ 2^082^^ (A.24a)

where V^2 " ^102

V B — V — V
BS2 BB OUT

V V ^ V
DS2 DD OUT

The result

^D2^2 ^2 K
✓k,L , 11+X, (V„„-V„,„ ]

>^02 1^2V0UT.BC> ^

suggests that the output impedance will be significantly lower than for

the discrete device. If we make assumptions ^ ^2^DS2 ^

we can write for the small signal gain

A. --e (r Ir ) = - 2.ir^ ^\ ^ml '̂̂ OlO 02' *^1 D1 Y2/ kjlj

~ ^ ^ — /4> +v +V (4.25)
/ A Yo B2 BB OUT,DC

V2 ^

D2

From this expression and from Fig. 4.8d it can be seen that a depletion

load offers two advantages over an enhancement load: higher voltage gain

and larger output voltage swing.

Neglecting again the channel length modulation in both transistors
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the DC transfer curve for the inverter from Fig. 4.8a is given by

*ODT ^ t
/ ^1^2

where (4.26) assumes that

both devices are in saturation.

Last MOS driver-load pair to be examined here is a CMOS driver-load

pair (Fig. 4.9a). The advantage is that substrates of both devices are

separated and can be connected to their sources. The body effect is thus

eliminated. The voltage gain is

N-^=-

4.3.2. Current sources

MOS current sources are very similar to their bipolar counterparts.

A current source that is analogous to Widlar's bipolar current source

is shown in Fig. 4.10a. The current ratio is (when M2 in saturation)

^2 ^ 2^^^2^DS2 (4.28)
(|)j ^"^Vdsi

ar>H the output impedance is given by ^^2* The output impedance of this

source can be increased by a negative feedback (Fig. 4.10b). The output

Impedance will be then equal to the output impedance of the output

transistor M3 times the loop gain (gj^^Q2^•

Z g r r
OUT ®m3 02 03

Output impedance of Wilson's MOS current source (Fig. 4.10c) would be
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Fl£^e (a) CMOS inverter

(b) DC transfer curve of a
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Figure ^.lO: (a) MOS Widlar current source
(b) Improved ^S^S Widlar current source
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Figure 4.10: (c) MOS Wilson current source

(d) Depletion ^C)SFET as a current soiurce
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^OOT = "^03 •30)

It ha^ been shown In section 4.3.1 that a depletion MOSFET can be used

as a current source if the gate and source terminals are connected

together (Fig. 4.10d). The current is

The output impedance is

r g (-JL-)t(l /V^BSl) (4.32)01 \ih\y/hhi

If B is kept at constant voltage then the impedance seen from A is only

4.3.3. Source followers

A basic MOS source follower (Fig. 4.11a) has voltage gain

A =IsH£ =^ml '̂'01°''02) (4.33)

The output impedance is given by

R = ^ Ir Ir (^-3^)OUT g^ I Oil 02

. The max. output voltage is the source follower

must be driven from a previous stage, i.e. with a top device M3. Then

the practically available max. output voltage is only ^^dj)''̂ t1~^T3^ *

Figure 4.11b shows another type of a source follower. The formulas

above are valid in this case if we replace rQ2 ^ 8*^02^ *
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Figure U.ll; (a) Basic ICS source follower
(b) Bottom device has Its gate connected to drain

terminal
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Figure U.U: (c) Bottom device is a depletion MOSFET

(d) Voltage follower with very low input capacitance
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The top device Ml can be a depletion MOSFET. This gives a higher output

voltage swing. The bottom device M2 should be an enhancement MOSFET if

we want hi^er output voltage swing in linear region. It is necessary

for a MOSFET to be in saturation to keep

Tt > V - V
^DS - GS T

This gives lower range for depletion devices since < 0. Despite this

we nay use a depletion MOSFET as a bottom device for some source

followers (Fig. A.11c) because it does not require any DC bias. The

disadvantage of these source followers is that the top device has to be

very large for low output impedance. Then of course the input capacitance

which scales with the device geometry will be large as well. The voltage

follower from Fig. A.lid does not have this disadvantage. The output

Impedance is lowered by the loop galni

„ ^ 1 1 (4.35)
8^ 1+i g^Rp

and the input capacitance as well:

p cs ^ ^

^ 2

Me have assumed g^ = g^. Rjj can be a resistor or enhancement or
depletion MOSFET.

A.3.A. CASCODE

An Inverter (Fig. 4.12a) delivers an output voltage

V -
out - 8ml<«Dhoi>'ln



+v
t>0

CM
-0 OUT

IN

=FC
K Ml

CSl

9+V

hI— aiA«

'6»t

IN 0- ^h
=rCesi

Figure lf.l2; (a) Inverter

(b) Cascode
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vhere can be any load we have discussed in Section 4.3.1. Thus the
input capacitance due to Miller effect is

CjK - tl + '̂ GDl *'̂ GSl '

This represents a large capacitive load to stage driving it. When a
transistor M2 is inserted between the load I4, and the transistor Ml
(Fig. A.12b) the voltage at the node Ais

«ml (^-39)

®m2

and the input capacitance is only

'̂ GDI ^^GSl

The small signal voltage gain is

This is the second benefit we obtain by using cascode: the shunting
effect of r^^ is by factor approximately g^rQ2 smaller because the
Impedance when looking into the drain of M2 is d+S '̂oi^ "^02
feedback loop Ml» M2.

A.3.5. Differential stages

Abasic MOS differential stage is shown in Fig. A.13a. We

the differential-mode (DM) output voltage

(A.42)
V Od ^01 "02
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Figure 4.13: (a) MOS differential stage

(b) Block diagram of a diff. stage and a diff.-tO'

-single-ended converter
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and the common-mode output voltage

Vq^ 2—

From Fig. 4.13a it can be found that

"Od - >4, l+(8^+8^)ro3

and

V 2 l+{g_,+g„,)r
S fm2^12^?ml^^n_ (4.^5)

ml'''®m2^^03

if we assume that ® and ® "• Introducing

®m

and

8D2"^inl (4.46)

^®m ®m2 ®ml

we can simplify our output voltages to

® - (v.--V.^(R IC - « /-I I o T") O UlOo y K**' J
Od " " 2(l+2^rjj3)^ 2 l+2g^rQ3

and

(4.47)

^ll"*^12 (4.49)
Oc 2 l+2g„ro3 H 12 4(l+2g^rp3)

We will find it convenient to define a DM input voltage

""id " ""il ' ""12

and a CM input voltage

(4.50)
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(4.51)

"'ic ° 2

as weU. This allows us to write the relation between the input and
output voltages in the following form:

*d^ .. (4.52)
'cD

^CC

•'Od " *dm^id * CMRRj.p ^ic

'dm • *dm (4.53)
be " CMRR-_ *ic CMRRjjg id

where CMRR.p is CM-to-DC rejection factor,
CMRRjj^ is DM-to-CM rejection factor,
CMRR^p is CM-to-CM rejection factor

of the differential stage,

is the DM voltage gain and for
dm

^dm " ®m^)
(A.5A)

Then the rejection factors are ;

1 _ ^^m 1 ^^m (4.55)
°««CD°8m 2g2ro3

1 1 . 1 (4.56)

°«®CC ^V03

1 _ '̂ ^m 1 . (4.57)
CMf«DC°8„ «a+2g„ro3) 8^2^^^

Very often a differential stage is followed by a differential-to-
single-ended converter (Fig. 4.13b) and we are primarily interested in
single—ended output VqJ

^0 " ^dmtot **" CMRR ^ic " ^ldm^2dm^ CMRR^^3^CMRR^P2 ^
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and

7

CDl

CD2 -"ic-?

CWRfi

(4. 58)

..1

7

Ci)l QSr"--4r:;^^

CCZ fas lo "ith djf. 'a«o sho^^ „
"® case r?

^ ^ig. 4 ,, ®'«8es;
°°%« •,. »"• *" "

' « « •
7 „ Ol p ^ <g> ^ 3nd /fp

8^ (I +.J^.
03

(^.59)

(^-60)

(^-61)

®^Pler 7. +--^x
to i„ ®

increa ^ Is ^ r^®®® r ®to 75 , ^^.62;
03- the ch.

^cannel 7^
4,3 A ^^Sth j-

• Oiff^ ^3—-^^cgerdiffer

shov- » ^^-Sjded Con.

®̂ ""Od that
e„.o.

^\2 ''«
I ** j>

ffl3 and g ^

'̂ ^-^oaahdp

f4. 64)
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Figure U.llt; (a) DiffereDtial-to-single-ended converter
(b) WDS differential stage with active loads
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and

(4.65)

we can write:

'0 = ^ (1 +i"^) (4-66)" ®ml ®m2 ®iiLl^in2

Thus for this converter

A. =- T (1 + , f
^ 2 g^+g^

and

CMRR *= "T + ^
2 8ml

Clearly g^2 required for good design and consequently the

following has to be fulfilled:

» (^) = (^) (A.69)
4^A ^1^3

A CMOS differential stage with active loads (Fig. A.lAb) has the

advantage that it does not need any differential-to-single-ended converter

because it automatically provides single ended output signal.

A.A. Special MOS Analog Building Blocks

A.A.I. High Gain Stages

Discussion in Section A.3.1 has shown very clearly that max. available

gain from basic MOS inverters is limited, depending on particular case,

by max. and min. device geometries, processing parameters and power

consumption. In this chapter we will investigate whether we can increase

max. available gain by using more sophisticated circuit configurations.

1 +^ (4.68)
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Starting with an enhancement driver-enhancement load pair (Fig. 4.7a)

the max. available gain is limited only by max. and min. device geometries

In practice usually =10-15. It has been shown that the body
gffect reduces somewhat the voltage gain Ay.

One way to realise a high gain MOS inverter would be to use a

positive feedback (Fig. 4.15) with a voltage transfer function

\tot " 1-Ay2

(4.70)

(4.71)

where Ayj is close to one. This would result however in undesired large
voltage gain variations and stability problems as a consequence of device
mismatch:

^tot ^1 \2 ^^2

^tot \l

CM

Ay2
(4.72)

The only way to obtain a high gain amplifier with enhancement load
devices seems to be cascading of several gain stages. However this

solution creates some problems which will be discussed later (see

Section 4.3.1)•

Voltage gain of the enhancement driver-depletion load pair can be
increased by inserting a diffused resistor Rg between the source of M2

and the drain of Ml (Fig. 4.16a). The load impedance is then increased
for rp2 to
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Figure 1^.15: MDS gain stage with positive feedback
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Figure 4.l6: (a) MOS inverter with depletion load and diffused
resistor

(h) MDS inverter with depletion load and ciarrent

splitting
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Figure U.l6.c: 140S inverter with depletion load and improved
current splitting
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and the gain increases to

\ " ^ml '̂̂ QlS^OAD^ (^-74)

Figure 4.16b shows an enhancement driver-depletion bad gain stage

where a current source (M4) has been added in order to increase the DC

current of the driver Ml, This will increase the transconductance g^

and consequently total gain of the stage:

I

D2
\ =- 8.a^02 =- V /•ir /i?: •'*b2*'bb '̂oot.dc

when r^^, r^^ and r^^ neglected. The practical gain will be smaller

because of the shunting effect of r^^ and The transistor

M3 (common gate configuration) isolates the load device M2. The

disadvantage is that one more pole has been introduced; its location

will be determined mainly by the transconductance of M3 and total

capacitance at node A. The transconductance of M3 will be small ^D2

small. Thus smaller bandwidth will result if large gain is desired.

Figure 4.16c suggests an improved circuit. The feedback stage M5,

M6 will lower the impedance at node A by factor

; (4.76)
fs. "^B^^se

This will increase total gain of the stage (shunting effects of ^q3

and rQ^ decrease) and the bandwidth.
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C1K)S technology is certainly the most attractive for an analog

circuit designer because it offers greater flexibility than single

channel MOS technology. New CMOS processes allow analog CMOS circuits

being capable of operation with a 30 V power supply [36].

A simple CMOS high gain stage is shown in Fig 4.17a. Advantages

of a cascode stage (see Section 4.3.4) can be fully utilized. Two

complementary cascodes create a very high impedance node. The gain is

given by this impedance and the transconductance of the stage. Assuming

full symmetry, i.e.

8b5 " 8«i8' '05 " '08

8m6 ° (4.78)

the voltage gain is

\ ° - 8m5'03<^-'8n,6'06>
in

Adding a feedback stage which has been used in the MOS inverter

with depletion load and improved current splitting (Fig. 4.16c) will

increase the gain even more (see Fig. 4.17b). The new voltage gain is

\ ®m6'̂ 06^^"''®ml0 '̂̂ 09!'̂ 010^^^ (4.80

Again a full symmetry is assumed:

8b.5 • 8„8. "^05 = '08

8m6 " 8m7' '06 " '07

®inlO ° ®inll' 'OlO " 'oil <4.83)

r ^ X (4.84)^09 012
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Figure U.17: (a) Cb©S high gain stage with complementary cascode
(h) Improved CMOS high gain stage
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«OUT
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Figure kmlj.c: Improved CMOS high gain stage with diff.input
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If the channel length modulation parameters X for all transistors in the

circuit are identical then the gain is approximately

The unity-gain bandwidth is given by the transconductance of the stage

and the total capacitance at the output node:

GBW =^ (4.86)anCj,

Figure 4.17c shows the same circuit as above but with a differential

input.

4.4.2. Output stages

The simplest output stage for a MOS amplifier is a source follower

(see Section 4.3.3). The output impedance of such output stage is

usually gain by the transconductance of the top device, which will be

low if (w/jl) and the quiescent current are large.

An inverter can be used as the output stage as well if the output

impedance is lowered by negative feedback. Figure 4.18a illustrates an

example of a shunt-shunt feedback. The transresistance of the circuit is

B = ''out ^ (4.87)
trans

and the output impedance is

R ^ (4.88)

Figure 4.18b shows a MOS realization of this circuit. The feedback

resistor has been replaced by the transistor M2 and the current source
F
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by the device H3. The voltage gain can be expressed as

fEl 89)

and the output impedance is again

T r (4.90)

Rjj can be any HQS load device or resistor. For large gain of the forward

amplifier relationships simplify to

g.

'm2

and

A = 2S3 (A.91)
^ 8.

R = ^ (4.92)

As far as CMOS output stages are concerned, the only commercially

available operational amplifier which uses a CMOS output stage is

CA3130 [54]. It is a simple CMOS inverter (Fig. 4.9) so that such an

output stage has high output impedance and its gain is dependent on the

load. Further the class A biasing depends on the power supply voltage.

Figure 4.19a shows a CMOS stage with series-shunt feedback. The

calculation yields

A . IsHt = 1 (4.93)
V V.

in

and

t> s .^1 (-JL. +—L.) (4.94)
Sm2 S^4

This stage does not give symmetrical linear voltage transfer curve
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for positive and negative input signals. This can be solved by a

complementary stage (see Fig. 4.19b). Computer simulations confirmed

that such a stage has large bandwidth, large output swing and low

output impedance.

4.5. Operational Amplifiers

In the preceding section some of the basic analog building blocks

In HQS technology have been described. These blocks can be combined

in different ways to realize a circuit with required performance

characteristics. It has been shown in Chapter 3 that an operational

amplifier connected as an integrator is needed as a building block for

sampled data state variable filters.

An "ideal" operational amplifier could be defined as a voltage-

controlled voltage source which offers infinite voltage gain, infinite

input impedance and zero output impedance [8]. In this section we will

analyze the overall performance and practical limitations of operational

amplifiers that use stages we have discussed.

4.5.1. Gain and Frequency Response

In its most usual form an operational amplifier consists of several

stages, such as differential input stage, gain stage, output stage etc.

(Fig. 4.20a) [18]. When all intrinsic and parasitic MOSFET capacitances

(see Fig. 4.4) are considered, then we obtain at least one pole for any

stage discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. This becomes clear from

Fig. 4.20b: if is the total impedance at the node A (including the

loading of the following stage if any) and is the total transconductance

of the stage, then the voltage gain is

V G IC
_A « -OUI = - G Z (4.95a)Av Vt X+sCjRj
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The i^ole associated with this stage is given by

p « - -—i— (A.95b)

Figure 4.20c shows the magnitude and phase response for the transfer

function given by Eq. (4.95a) (so called Bode diagram). It can be seen

that this function corresponds to a -20 dB/decade roll-off for frequencies

In excess of where is

f =^3dB 2tt

When we introduce DC voltage gain

(4.96)

l\ol = ''A

and unity-gain bandwidth GBW, which is frequency for |a^| = 1:

M
\o

l+j2TT(GBW)C^R^

we can derive for the latter:

(4.98)

Based on the discussion in the Chapter 4.2, our conclusion is: the

max. achievable unity-gain bandwidth Is dependent on processing parameters,

device geometry and power consumption.

The total voltage gain of the amplifier from Fig. 4.20a is

A . . ® A .A ... A ^
vtot vl v2 vn ®

A ^A ......A
vol vo2 von

Gt I • • •

Pi P2 Pn

(4.100)
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It should be noted that one stage can have more poles than one.

Generally It can be said that every node In the signal path will

contribute one pole. However in practice some of these poles are at

much higher frequency than the frequency of interest and therefore need

not be considered. This becomes clear from Fig. 4.21 which shows the

Bode diagram of a multistage amplifier. The range of frequencies we

are interested in is usually only roughly up to GBW which is now of

course not given by Eq. (4.99) any more.

4.5.2. Frequency Compensation

Consider an operational amplifier with open-loop total voltage

gain A (s) in a feedback configuration (Fig. 4.22) where the amount
vtot

of feedback is represented by the feedback factor 3(s). The closed-loop

gain is

» / -v « 101)
Vj^(s) " l+B(s)A^^^^(s)

Instability will result if the denominator of Eq. (4.101) becomes zero,

as happens when

B(s)A^ ^(s) = 1/ 180° = -1 (4.102)
Vtot —

Under this condition A^l(s) is infinite, indicating that an output results

for no input signal and that this would produce self-sustaining oscillations

The instability can be avoided by limiting the phase shift of the feedback

loop 3(s)A (s) to less than 180® when the loop gain |B(s)A (s)] = 1.
vtot vi-wi.

This is usually accomplished by introducing a dominant pole low enough

so that the frequency response has a roll—off —20dB per decade down to

frequency, where I&(s)A^^^^(s)| = 1.
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Figure h»22z Operational amplifier with negative feedback
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Because the realization of a low pole requires a large capacitance

the most effective method used in monolithic bipolar operational

aiiq>lifiers is the "pole-splitting" 137).

Consider Fig. A.23a, where a general MOS amplifying stage with the

transconductance G^, the output impedance Rq/(1+sCqRq) and the input

capacitance 0^.^^ is shown. The stage is driven from a voltage source

with the source resistance R^^j. The voltage gain is

V (s) G ^(g) „ OUT'̂ ^ m
^ ^ s2RjjRjj,(Cj,Co-K:j^Co-K:jj,Cj,)+stC^((G^Ro+l)Rjj,+Ro)+Rl„Cjj,+RQCg)+l

(4.103)

The transfer function contains two poles which are given for G^Rq » 1

approximately by

P I (4.104a)
^1 C^RtmG Rn

C IN m 0

C G
„ Cj5 (4.104b)
"^2 • Vo-«=CV^N^O

We note that p^^ is the dominant pole of the stage and it is due to the
Miller effect, p^^ is inversely proportional to G^ and C^, while p2 is

directly proportional to G^ and C^. Thus the poles p^^ and P2 sre being

"split-apart" by the increase capacitive feedback (Fig. 4.23b).

The transfer function contains a zero

- « ^ (4.104c)

which, according to its sign, lies in the right half plane. The Bode

diagram of the Eq. (4.103) suggests that it will be difficult to compensate

this stage for use in feedback configurations (Fig. 4.23c).
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Figure U.23: (a) General MDS amplifying stage with "pole-splitting"
capacitor

(b) Root locus of the voltage gain for the circuit in a
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A remedy to this is a unity-gain buffer in series with the

compensation capacitor which prevents the signal feedthrough and

thus eliminates the right-half plane zero (see Fig. 4.23d) [23]. The

new voltage transfer function is

121

-G
m 0

_A^(s) = —

The poles have hardly changed:

Pi " - c R_ G R (4.106a)

P, ° - c C (4.106b)^ Vo XN^O

Another interesting way of phase compensation is the "feedforward

compensation" which can be easily implemented in MOS amplifiers [38].

Figure 4.24a illustrates the principle of the feedforward compensation.

Let us assume that A^^ is a high-gain, low-frequency amplifier with two

poles and A^2 ®low-gain, high-frequency amplifier with one pole,

so that

and

A

A , « ^ (4.107a)
(i+^)(i+-^)

Pi P2

A

A ^ (4.107b)^2 (1+ ^)
P3

The feedforward amplifier A^2 provides a low-phase-shift path at high

frequencies to maintain frequency stability (see Fig. 4.24b). The overall
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amplifier gain is

\tot " \lO "*• ^20

P1P2 \l0"'"\20 \l0"'"*V20 **3 ''l **2
^^20

Pi P2 P3

(1+ f-) (1+ f-)
<WW

Pi P2 P3

where

lAlO ^1^2 . . V
!,«*=- "9(7 r— +lf2 2 A^2o P3

. /lAlO ^1^2 , ^ „ AlO m

123

(A.109a)

The feedforward amplifier A^2 introduced two new zeros which help to

compensate the whole amplifier. However if the phase shift in the high-

gain amplifier approaches -180® at the transition from one response

to the other, the two signals can be of opposite phase and the overall

response would have a notch.

4.5.3. Input Offset Voltage

The input offset voltage is the DC input voltage which must be

applied across the input terminals of an operational amplifier to

obtain zero output voltage [8]. In the same way we can define an input

offset voltage for each individual stage. Thus the input offset

voltage of the 1st stage, V^g2 state, etc.
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When cascading these stages to realize a multistage amplifier

(Fig. 4.25a), we are interested in the input offset voltage of the

whole amplifier. From Fig. 4.23a we will find that the output voltage

due to offset voltage contribution of each individual stage is

'out - <<'osl\l-^'os2>\2+'os3>\3

where is the voltage gain of the 1st stage, A^2 gain of the

2nd stage, etc. The voltage referred to the amplifier input yields the

total input offset voltage of the operational amplifier:

V =Zo2I_ =v 1+ +••• (4.110b)OS. tot OSl Ay^AyJ

where A^^^^ = Ay^A^jAyj .... Figure 4.25b shows as the total

input offset voltage of the amplifier.

The input stage obviously contributes most of the total input offset

voltage because it is not reduced by any voltage gain.

Figure 4.26a shows a typical differential input stage with depletion

load devices. First consider a mismatch of the input driver transistors

Ml and M2. Then an offset voltage has to be applied to the input so that

the currents in Ml and M2 are equal:

V «s V - V (4.111a)
OS Gsl Gs2

where

V 5V +/— (4.111b)*Gsl *T1 J

and
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Figure 4,25: (a) The input offset voltages of individual stages

in an operational amplifier

(h) The total input offset voltage of an operational

amplifier
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when neglecting the channel length modulation. Let us assume that the

mismatch Is very small. Then the conduction factors k can be expressed

as

1r B 1c
*1 driver

^2 ^driver ^ ^^drlver

(A.112a)

(A.112b)

Ak

where « 1. The Input offset voltage due to the threshold
driver

voltage mismatch Is

V B V ~ V ^ Av
^osl T1 ^T2 ''t

(A.113)

The Input offset voltage due to the conduction factor mismatch can be

calculated using Eq. (A.Ill) and (A.112) as

D . 1
Ak

driver (A.llA)
driver driver

The typical Input offset voltage of MOS matched pairs Is of the order of

10 to 20 mV [39]. This Is about an order of magnitude higher than offset

voltage of bipolar matched pairs.

The load mismatch Is given by the mismatch of the load transistors

M3 and MA which will cause unbalanced currents In Ml and M2:

Ak. ,
load

4. 7
'̂ ^Tload

^load V
*Tload

The Input offset voltage has to make equal to zero:

(A.115)
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A I.

(4.116)

It is necessary to realize that the offset voltages we have derived

are random quantities, that is to say, there will be some statistical

distribution of these offset voltages. Unless there is a systematic

component in the input offset voltage due to the design, the mean of

V will be zero and the standard derivation can be estimated as
OS

2 2 3
-+V >+V

osl os2 OS
V =/v

OS / <
(4.117)

A systematic component of the input offset voltage could be caused

for example by assjanetrical loading of the input drivers Ml and M2

(Fig. 4.26b). Assuming that the input driver pair Ml, M2 is ideally

matched we can write

'os4 (
^driver /l+XV

DS2
/l+XV

DSl
driver

I%sr'DS2)

4.5.4. Equivalent Input Noise Voltage

Compared to bipolar transistors, MOSFET equivalent input noise

can be much higher, particularly the 1/f component. The noise current

at the drain of the MOSFET is comprised of thermal noise and 1/f (or

"flicker") noise. The noise model of the MOSFET is shown in Fig. 4.27a

[40] where
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——— KX^
= 41cT(| g ) df +-r^ df (4.119a)

n 3 m

where k Is Boltzoann's constant

T temperature

transconductance

d£ bandwidth

K device constant

quiescent current

a device constant

b device constant

We are very often interested in the equivalent input noise voltage at

the gate of the MOS transistor. Such a model is shown in Fig. 4.27b

where

Kl^
v^ «= 4kT(-:j^) df + . df (4.119b)

To simplify our noise calculations we approximate Eq. (4.119b)

by a following expression:

f.

v^ = v^ . (1+ -^) (4.120)
n n,th f

2
where v .is the thermal noise and f_ is the flicker noise corner

n,th B

frequency (Fig. 4.27c). fg ranges between 10 Ulz for low current levels

to ICQ kHz at high current levels [41).

A useful technique for the estimation of circuit noise performance

is the referral of all noise to the circuit input. An example of

calculation of the equivalent input noise of a circuit can be shown for
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a differential stage of Fig. A.27d. The equivalent input noise voltage

of this differential stage is

2 2,2, n3 f! Yoi
° 'nl ^n2 + —

8m2

and the equivalent input noise current is

1^ = 0 (4.121b)
eql

The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 4.27e.

If each stage is modelled with its own equivalent input noise

voltage (similarly to input offset voltage (see Section 4.5.3) then the

total equivalent input noise voltage of a multistage amplifier is

given by

2 2
V « V

.2 + r+... (4.122)eq.tot eql ^2^^^ [A^(a))A2(u)]

2where v^^^ is the equivalent input noise voltage of the 1st stage, v^^2
of the 2nd stage, etc.

Note that while the equivalent input noise voltage of the input

stage is dominant at low frequencies other noise sources can become

dominant at high frequencies if the gain falls off with frequency. For

this reason frequency compensation should be placed as close to the output

of a multistage amplifier as possible.

4*5.5. Harmonic Distortion

An MOS transistor in the saturation region has ideally a square

law transfer characteristic given by Eq. (4.2). Thus, all third order
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distortion is ideally zero (neglecting body effect).

Consider MOS enhancement driver-depletion load pair of Fig. A.8a.

The DC transfer characteristic given by Eq. (A.26) is nonlinear. If

Vt« ^ is a DC bias voltage and v. is the. signal input, the output
XN yIX^ Xn

voltage is = 'oUT.DC "out* *OUT.DC ^ component of the

output voltage and is the signal output. This allows us to

simplify Eq. (A.26) and express it as a part of power series:

V « a.v + a«vj (A.123)
out 1 in 2 in

where

f(^)
(-

^2 J

(-)^£^1

^2 (-)V2

(A.12Ab)

The a^^ term can be recognized as the small signal voltage gain used in

linear analysis (see Eq. (A.25)).

If a single sinusoidal input signal is applied to the circuit

v. = V- cos w-t (A.125)
in 1 1

the output signal is

V . « a-V.cos a>, t + i 2(D-t+l)
out 11 1 2 2 1 1

Fractional second harmonic distortion is defined as

amplitude of second harmonic distortion signal
2 amplitude of fundamental

For small distortion, this can be expressed as
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HD2=-J^v/ (4.126)
The distortion is usually referred to the output signal level. If

Vout pp is the peak-to-peak value of the fundamental signal (at frequency
in the output then

V , - 2a-V, (4.127)
out,pp 1 1

Using Eq. (4.127) in Eq. (4.126) gives

HD = V (4.128)
242 out,pp

®1

Hence

V
J °"t,pp (4.129)

2 16 ♦b2'*"^BB'^'0UT,DC

Since there is not any other harmonic distortion, HD^ represents the

total harmonic distortion.

When one of the devices enters the linear region, the harmonic

distortion will substantially above the value given by Eq. (4.129).

4.6. Conclusions

The main problem encountered in single channel MOS analog circuit

design is the limited voltage gain per stage. Further, designer's choice

is restrained by the lack of availability of complementary devices. The

single channel MOS process (NMOS or PMOS), however, is a very simple

one: It requires only four masking steps unless channel stops are

necessary (the channel stop technique requires an extra masking step).

Maximum practical voltage gain per stage is about 10-15 if only enhancement

load devices are used.
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This gain can be increased substantially through use of depletion

load devices or CMOS stages. Two cascaded MOS gain stages can provide

voltage gains of 1000 to 10000 [39].

The implantation of boron in P-channel, or phosphorous in N-channel,

is the usual way to create depletion type devices. It is a noncritical

step and requires very simple masking [4A]. CMOS processes, on the

other hand, are one of the most sophisticated of MOS processes. It

requires at least six masking steps, including the critical "well"

diffusion [34]. These deep, low doping concentration diffusions are

necessary for opposite polarity transistors- The output resistance

of these devices will be low due to low doping concentration of the well.

In addition, the density is rather poor because double guarding rings

are usually necessary to prevent field inversion.

Thus, unless a high performance CMOS process combining high breakdown

voltage with high output resistance is used [36], a CMOS process does

not offer any significant advantage, which would justify use of such

complex technology.
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CHAPTER 5

PRACTICAL DESIGN OF ANALOG SAMPLED

DATA RECURSIVE FILTERS

5.1. Practical Design Considerations

In this section we investigate second order effects, such as

operational amplifier limitations, parasitic capacitances, etc.

Furthermore we will evaluate the role these effects play in the design

and performance of analog sampled data recursive filters.

The first part will be devoted to operational amplifier limitations,

such as open-loop gain, offset, output swing, noise and distortion.

Since our discussion is limited to all-MOS amplifiers we will not consider

any input-bias or input-offset currents.

The second part will examine limitations imposed by use of MOSFET

switches. We will study and evaluate effects of "on" resistance of the

switches, clock feedthrough, junction capacitance and leakage and MOSFET

noise.

In the third part, errors due to MOS capacitor mismatch, thin oxide

gradients, metal interconnect, package parasitics and voltage dependence

of lfi)S capacitors will be investigated.

3.1.1. Amplifier Open-Loop Gain

By and large, the most important property of real operational

amplifiers used in analog filters is its finite, frequency-dependent

gain. Our discussion will be of course limited to the operational

amplifiers connected as integrators due to our specific topic.

Consider the integrator shown in Fig. 5.1a. If the finite gain

and bandwidth of the amplifier are taken into account, their effects
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on the Integrator response may be evaluated [18]. The open-loop frequency

response of the amplifier is approximated by a single pole p and a

low-frequency gain of

^ 1+-
P

The resulting integrator response function is approximately

• (5.2)

if » 1 and (AyQRj^C2) » l/p- This function has two poles on the
real axis while the ideal integrator has a single pole at the origin.

In Fig. 5.1b the frequency response of this actual integrator is compared

with the response of an ideal integrator which is given by

At the low frequencies the response of the real integrator departs from

the ideal one due to the finite gain A^^. At high frequencies the

departure is due to the finite amplifier bandwidth.

In Fig. 5.1c the resistor, Rj^, in the integrator has been replaced

by the switched capacitor circuit of Fig. 3.1a with aC "= T/(i^Rj^) • li

Is the same integrator as in Fig. 3.5b but with a finite gain A^, = aC

and C2 ®C. We will assume an amplifier with an infinite bandwidth
(ps») first. The charge conservation equation can be derived similarly

to Eq. (3.26):

- aCVjjj[(n-l)Tc] (5.3)



The z-transform technique yields the transfer function

\ -1
zA^+l+a

°

To sliiq>lify this equation we introduce

y = (5.5a)' A^+l+a

and

„ = (5.5b)

and write

H(z)«-Si£L (5.6)
1-nz

Thus the Eq. (3.27) is not valid any more and filter transfer functions

and design equations have to be modified when a finite amplifier gain is

included.

The transfer function of an ideal sampled data integrator given

by Eq- (3.27) is for a =

H(2) - - (5.7)
1-z"

The magnitude is then

140

|h((i))| ° ° (5.8)
/2(l-cos wT )

c

The magnitude of the transfer function given by Eq. (3.6) is
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|H(b)) I *= (5.9)
/ (l+n^)-2n COS ii)T^

The pole of this real sampled data integrator is not at the origin but

is approximately at of^/A^. The max. magnitude is Ay, i.e. the amplifier

gain.

So far we have considered the gain indpendent of frequency. The

frequency dependent gain will raise question of stability. Figure 5.2a

shows the Bode diagram of a operational amplifier connected as a

sampled data integrator. The feedback factor B is determined by capacitor

ratio seen in Fig. 5.2b (see Eq. 5.14):

3 1- (5.10)
oC+C o+l

The worst case will occur, however, when the switch is thrown to the

left, as shown in Fig. 5.2c. The feedback factor is then

0'-^ (5-11)
par

and it is determined by the parasitic capacitance at the inverting input

of the amplifier C and the feedback capacitor C. Usually > 3.
par

It is known from Section 4.5.2 that a feedback configuration is

stable if the phase shift of the feedback loop is less than 180® at the

frequency where l3Ay{ "=1. This can be found by plotting (I/bI in the

Bode diagram of jAyj as shown in Fig. 5.2a. The derivation of this

procedure is very simple:

20 log IbA^I " 20 log lAyl - 20 log |j| (51.2)

The difference between 180® and the phase shift at |SAy| « 1 mentioned
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above Is called phase margin

A > O*' (5.13)

for stable circuit.

Since the operational amplifier is connected as an integrator, the

amplifier only needs to respond to the change in signal which occurs

each clock cycle. If the sample rate is high compared to the filter

passband frequency then this change in voltage will be small. The slew

rate requirement of the amplifier is therefore primarily dependent on

the rate of change of the output signal at the passband frequencies.

For related reasons, the settling tiioe of the integrators will in general

be much shorter than the large signal settling time of the amplifier

connected in unity gain (which is the number usually quoted in amplifier

specifications).

To estimate the required value of settling time consider that every

period the output voltage of the integrator changes by

AV « - (.^) V. = - oV. (5.14)
out ^1-Kt'' - _1_ in in

"*• 1-h*

For small voltage changes, when the amplifier does not slew, we can

treat the integrator as a linear second-order system. The two-pole

open—loop gain response from Fig. 5.2a is described by

4 (5.15)

a+-f-)a+f-)Pi P2

The Eq. (5.14) corresponds to a step response of the feedback configuration

A^/(l+BAy). The settling time can be determined from the ringing of the
step repsonse. The settling time is commonly specified as the time
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required for response settling to within a certain percent of final

value. For small signal, the first peak within the error band

approximately defines settling time. For an error band of x percent the

appropriate peak Is that for the smallest value of n satisfying [18]

100% exp( ^ (5.16)

With the value of n found this way, the settling time Is approximately

. = —SH (5.17)

® / 2b) /l-€
n

i^ere (o Is the natural frequency of oscillation and C Is the damping
n

ratio. According to [18] they are defined as follows:

J (5.18b)

For large voltage changes, the output response speed Is bounded by

the slewing rate limit Imposed by amplifier capacitances. Slewing rate

Is limited by ability of the ampllfer to provide charging current to

such capacitances. The dominant limit Is usually the phase compensation

capacitance. When the phase compensation Is connected to a differential

stage, the stage will have to charge or discharge the compensation

capacitor.

5-1.2. Amplifier Input Offset Voltage

The Input offset voltage of the operational amplifier of the
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sampled data Integrator of Fig. 5.3a will now be considered. The output

of the Integrator is

, -? -^^OS (5.20)
1-2

The output contains a DC error term which consists of two components:

one is the integrated input offset voltage and second is a DC output

offset voltage equal to the input offset voltage.

5.1.3. Amplifier Output Swing

Since the dynamic range is defined as the ratio of the maximum

usable output voltage to the noise output voltage (see Section 2.5), it

is desirable, among others to obtain a large output swing and low noise

voltage of the operational amplifier.

The maximum output voltage swing depends on the technology used.

If only enhancement devices are used, the voltage swing to the

positive supply rail (for NMOS) is inferior to a technology which uses

depletion or CMOS devices. Typical numbers are: 16V output swing for

30 V power supply and technology with enhancement devices only [53],

14 V output swing for 15 V power supply and technology which used

depletion devices (Table III), 15 V output swing for 15 V power supply

and CMOS technology (CA 3130, [54]). No load was assumed in all three

cases.

5.1.4. Amplifier Input Noise Voltage

If the amplifier noise is modeled as a noise source at the

positive input to the integrator amplifier (Fig. 5.3b) it is apparent

that, in addition to a direct feedthrough, the noise voltage will be

sampled and stored on the integrating capacitor:



OUT

OUT

Figure 5.3: (a) Sampled data Integrator model including input

offset voltage of the amplifier

(b) Sampled data integrator model including equivalent

input noise voltage of the amplifier
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V =:^: +/ v (5.21)
out - -1 eq>tot

X~2

The estimate of the dynamic range of the Integrator Involves calculation

of the total rms output noise voltage. Let us assume that the equivalent

input noise voltage of the amplifier can be expressed as (see Section

4.5.4)

f.
(5.22)

eq,tot eq,th f

Let us calculate separately the Integrated noise and the noise fed

directly through. The Integrating part of the transfer function which

can be approximated for the frequencies between 0 and f^ by

IhW I =(7 +7^) (5.23)

since It Is known that the approximation af^/(2TTf) Is valid for

f « f and that the frequency response Is periodic with period T « 1/f
c c c

Using Eq. (5.22) and (5.23), we calculate the noise [42]:

r^Beq — f^^^ af^ ^ -5 of^^ f
'nl "

f 2 /Beq., Cs 2 / Cv/Beq 1 . r-^nl -= J, "eq.th (-f^>^2^ff> %,th - 2f^>
low low

It turns out that other noise components are much smaller. I.e.,

Z- Z « Z- •*«.
"2
^eq,th ^2irf

f -f. . 2
c low —z of—5 f c low -z of

v% -=l v^ (^) df (5.24b)
n2 eq,th ^2irf

^Beq



^Beq —5

f, " c
low

1A9

— f^c'̂ low -2 ofg /
V • 3, ''eq.th t2n(f -f)'

*Beq

The seme applies to the noise that comes directly through:

f.

(5-24d)

2 f Beq

low

( v2 d£ (5.24e)
J, eq.th f

c low, f c low —X
V ^ I V (5.24f)

n6 eq,th
Beq

The total rms output noise voltage, integrated over a band from

to (f -f- ) is
c low

6

V 2 o V (5.25a)n»tot ^ ni

2The first term in v^^^ is certainly dominant. Hence

of 2 f
. (• ° (5.25b)n,tot eq,th 2Trfj^^ 2

5.I.5. Amplifier Harmonic Distortion

Any MOS gain stage will produce some nonlinearity. Section 4.3.5

shows an example for a stage with the depletion load. Especially when

the signal input voltage level becomes very large the signal waveform

at the output of a MOS transistor pair becomes very distorted because
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one of the transistors is eventually driven out of the saturation

region.

The same will basically apply to an all-MOS amplifier. The nonlinear

transfer characteristic of an amplifier can be expressed as a power

series

V . « a.v. + a«vj + ... (5.26)
out 1 in 2 in

where the coefficients a^^, a2»-«»»a^ sre constants. The aj|̂ term is the

small signal voltage gain used in linear analysis. It is known that for

a given output signal level in an amplifier, and assuming ideal feedback,

the harmonic distortion can be reduced by the application of negative

feedback [43]. E.g., the second harmonic distortion (as defined in

Section 4.5.5) will be reduced by a factor (1+loop gain):

out,pp (5.27)
•^2 4 2 1+a, 8

where 8 is the feedback factor (see Eq. (5.14) and Fig. 5.2a)).

5.1.6. "On" Resistance of the Switches

At very high sample rates (higher than most amplifiers would

allow) the time constant of the switched capacitors will become important.

This time constant is determined by the "on" resistance of the switches

(typically several kilohms) and the value of the switched capacitances

(tens of picofarads) idiich yields a time constant on the order of tens

of nanoseconds

The charge conservation equation can be derived from Fig. 5.4a

similarly to Eq. (3.26):
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Figure 5*^5 (a) Sampled data Integrator with I-DSFET switches

(b) Timing diagram for switching of a
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(5.28)
The transfer function is

H(z) - - (5.29)
1-z

where - ™

. Pi « p2
oCR.„- «CR 9

a - = a(l-e )(l-e ) (5.30)
actual

5.1.7. Clock Feedthrough

Most MOSFET switches exhibit some degree of clock feedthrough, due

to capacitive coupling between the gate and the channel (see Fig. A.4b).

This is a difficult parameter to define in quantitative terms since the

MOSFET capacitances are not linear. The negative falltime feedthrough

should cancel the positive risetime feedthrough, but an exact cancellation

is not achieved due to the nonlienarities mentioned above.

The clock feedthrough may be expressed as

Q, , = fc _ dV , . (5.31)^clock J gate clock

one clock period (see Fig. 5.5), then the charge conservation equation

yields following transfer function:

^^clock,tot
-Iv 4. C

V «- .!LZln (5.32)
out 1_^-1

Cranpare Eq. (5.32) with Eq. (5.20). Clearly, the clock feedthrough has

similar effect as a DC offset voltage.
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The clock feedthrough can be decreased by lowering the clock

voltage and by using smaller gate-channel overlap (this will decrease

rhe overlap capacitance)• Especially MOSFET switches fabricated by

self-aligned gate techniques are attractive because of elimination

of gate overlap capacitance. Another method of clock feedthrough

reduction is use of charge—cancelling circuit techniques £16925].

5.1.8. Junction Capacitances

Figure 4.1 shows the cross section of a typical N-channel MOSFET

in metal gate technology. In normal operation, the N-region is reverse

biased (positive with respect to the P-substrate). The junction

capacitance that appears across the depletion region is given by Eq. (4.14)

and (4.15) for the junction capacitance between source and substrate and

drain and substrate, respectively.

Figure 5.6 illustrates the effect of the junction capacitances

C.. But only C.« and C.^ have to be considered because the remaining three

junction capacitances have no effect. The capacitance is merely shunting

the input voltage source, C^^isat virtual ground and is voltage driven.

Hence

aC4C 2+C C IC 3
o 1Z_J3 „ (5 33)
actual C C

Let us assume that C^2 are equal, i.e.

Further, let us assume that the junction voltage V has a large DC

component and a small signal voltage which is equal to the input
DC
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signal voltage

' - V + 'in

Substituting Eq, (5.35) in Eq. (5.34) gives

„ 'in
C ° ,—s :: " 2($-+v„)J2 j3 , -•• -'••'B "DC

(i+j£)(i+—V-)

for v^^ « «>b+Vdc^* capacitance is

'tn ~
(5.37)

/¥
Using Eq. (5.33) and (5.36)> we find

„ =o+^ [2 -1 (5.38)
actual C

If the last term is neglected, the a coefficient error is

ot - —(x 2C
Aa actual . PN

' • S ————— s —_

a a aC
(5.39)

The dependence of on will give rise to second harmonic distortion.

Substituting Eq. (5.38) in Eq. (5.14) and subsequent solving of Eq. (4.128)

give

• I '''2 o-">

Both Eq. (5.39) and (5.40) indicate that an effort should be made to

decrease the junction capacitance, i.e., to keep junction area as small
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as possible and to use large body bias and lightly doped substrate

material.

To estimate Aa/a and HD^ consider typical numbers, e.g., Cp^

« 0.01 pF, C « 1 pF, « 7.5 V, <>3 = 0.3A2 V, a = 1 and = 1 V.

Then we obtain Aa/a «= 2% and HD^ ®-70.5 dB from Eq. (5.39) and (5.AO).

5.1.9. Junction Leakage

A large leakage current from a reversed biased PN junction connected

to a capacitor plate can cause an error In capacitor voltage (see Fig. 5.7).

The transfer function of the Integrator suggests that the leakage currents

will cause a DC offset:

'K -If ^2+ —-— z + —

V = - is C C. (5.41)
out

where:

T

0 « — (I +I ) (5.A2a)^1 2 leakage 2 leakage 3

T
C \

^2 2 ^^leakage 5""^leakage A (5.A2b)
2

Typical leakage currents In MOS circuits are In the order of 10 pA/mil
2

at the room temperature [25] which Implies 1 mil yields 10 mV offset

on an 1 pF capacitance at 1 kHz clock rate.

5.1.10. Noise of the MOSFET Switches

The other noise' contribution Is due to the thermal noise of the

MOSFET switches \dilch Is sampled onto the switched capacitors. This

results In an rms noise contribution from each switching operation of

VT 1/2
(—) , where C Is the switched capacitance and kT Is the thermal

C

voltage IA53. This noise can be minimized by Increasing the size of the
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switched capacitors.

5.1.11. MOS Capacitor Mismatch

Figure 5.8a shows the implementation of MOS precision capacitors

for a sampled data integrator in N-channel Al-gate MOS technology. The

capacitor areas are defined by the metal pattern. Since the capacitance

per unit area is uniform across an IC it is possible to achieve high

recision in the capacitor ratio. It has been shown that the error in

such ratios can be less than 0.1% using standard MOS processing techniques

116].

The capacitance for MOS capacitors is given by

Q o c A (5.43)
QZ

where is the capacitance per area and Ais the area. = ^ox^^ox*

for a dielectric permitivity and oxide thickness

The flexibility of capacitor geometry allows them to be made square

or even circular so as to optimize matching accuracy. ' If is the

random uncertainty in edge definition due to the photolithography> the

fractional variation in the capacitor value is

a

ATI, o (5.«)
2 X

because AC^/Cj^ = Aa/a + Ab/b for a capacitor defined by the area

Aj^ = ab (Fig. 5.8b). For rectangular geometries this quantity is
2 .m.minimized for a square area A^ a . Then

„ (5.45)
a "x
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Figure 5.8: (a) NDS capacitor implementation for a sampled data

integrator

(b) Capacitor geometry for a
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Measured data on MOS capacitors suggest a standard derivation edge

uncertainty of approximately 0.1 pm [25].

Consider a capacitor ratio a « Neglecting any oxide gradients

this ratio can be written as o « (5«43)). During the

etching phase of the photomask process a poorly controlled lateral etch

occurs called undercut [16]. Let Ax be the undercut length and and

P. be the area and the perimeter length of a capacitor C., respectively.
jL

The actual ratio is different from the nominal ratio a = A^/A25

° " A.-P„Ax A, ~2

Aa

a

= o - (P,-aP-) (5.A6)
*2 2 2

for very small Ax. The ratio error is proportional to the undercut

length:

"actual"" • ^
a

5 (_1 _ P ) (5.47)
Aj o 2

This problem can be obviously solved by a geometry such, that the

perimeter lengths are ratioed as well» i.e. a = ~

Consider two capacitors C^^ and C2» shown in Fig. 5.8b. To eliminate

the undercut problem, the following equation has to be solved:

_ ab _ 2(a-hb) (5.48)

" d= "" ~ .2 4d

For a given side length d, the solution is

(5.49)

Clearly >. C2 for o >. 1, i.e., the square area capacitor must be
the smaller one.
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o /"c, 2 'c, 2_o ^ /(^) +(^) (5.50)
o / Cj Cj

where fc—) Is given by Eq. (5.44) and

3) - a

Hence

^ =-r ^ +- (f +-) (5.51)
ad aba

If a «= 1, then

a o

-S^ = 2 -# (3.52)
a d

For large a and = oP2» Eq. C5.51) gives

a ^ a
(5.53)

a d

When both capacitors, and €£9 have a square geometry (a=b) so that

P- ^ aP«, we get
1 2 (5.53)

a a / T

— »4(1+-) (5.54)ad ^ a'

Thus, for large a> the square capacitors would have 75 times smaller

mismatch error due to the edge uncertainty than the contiguration shown

in Fig. 5.8b. The error due to the undercut, however, would be

M = (5.55)
ad
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Since the expected undercut length is about 1 ym [46], it presents

sore serious problem than the edge uncertainty.

Other undercut-insensitive geometries include common-centroids with

nearly constant area/perimeter ratios [4] and paralleling identical

size plates to form different size capacitors [16].

5.1.12. Voltage Dependence of MOS Capacitors

To characterize the capacitor ratio error due to capacitor

linearities, let [25]

C 1 3C fe cc\

r

where is the effective voltage coefficient of the MOS capacitors.

The capacitors of Fig. 5.8a then have the form:

<=lactual = <5.57a)

'=2actual =

Here it is assumed that the nonlinearity is small enough that the higher

order terms in C(V) can be neglected. Consider one charge transfer

described by Eq. (5.14):

'̂ 'out = -"actual'in ^5.58)

in which - Cj^ctual'^^aactual-

C-d-MfV )

"actual °

For small voltages and small it can be shown that (0=0^/02):
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o ^ = o(l+itV.J(l+W 1 (5.60)
actual in out

Using Eq. (4.128), (5.58) and (5.60), we can derive the second harmonic

distortion for small voltages and small coefficient :

HDo --^7^ V ^ (5.61)2 4a out,pp

Similarly the third harmonic distortion is

HD^ ="I- . (5.62)
3 8a out,pp

The voltage coefficient ip depends on bias voltage and doping of the

bottom plate. For MOS capacitors on heavily doped N back plates

voltage coefficients of less than 24 ppm/V have been observed [16].

Hence HD^ = -94.8 dB for a = 1 and = 1 V.

5.1.13. Thin Oxide Gradients

Another contribution to ratio errors are gradients in the thin

capacitor oxide. These gradients drise from nonuniform oxide growth

conditions. If this variation in oxide thickness is approximated as

first-order gradient, then the resulting capacitance is a function of

distance a:

e

C(x) - A-2^ (14sx) (5.63)
OX

in which g is the thin oxide gradient divided by the nominal thin oxide

thickness t^^. The ratio error is proportional to the fractional

variation in oxide thickness:
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C- (x-) 1+gx.
o - T » 7r"7—r = T~ Ta^— " oIl+sCxi-Xo) (5.64a)actual 2 ^2 2 *^^^2

for snail g. Experimentally, values of 10-100 ppm/mil have been observed

for the factor g [16].

The coefficient error due to thin oxide gradient is then

to „ "actual"" ^ g(v -X,) (5.64b)
O a ® 1 2

This yields error 1% for a if g = 100 ppm/mil.

5.1.14. Capacitor Ratio Error Due to Interconnect

The metal over field oxide capacitance is similar to MOS

capacitance but, because field oxide is approximately 10 times the thickness

of thin oxide, is given by

ox

where is the area of metal interconnections. It can be modelled

as a parasitic capacitance to substrate or ground, similarly to junction

capacitances (see Section 5.1.8 and Fig. 5.6). is not significantly

voltage dependent for voltages less than the field threshold voltage

134].

5.1.15. Package Parasitics

Package parasitic effects result from lead inductance, pin

capacitance, and mutual coupling between bonding leads. Especially

the pin capacitance can be quite large, in the order of pF. Therefore

the signal nodes that are electrically connected to package pins should

always be either voltage driven or at virtual ground.
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5.1.16. Conclusions

Table X summarizes the results of our discussion on second order

effects.

DC offsets are caused by input offset voltage of the amplifier,

clock feedthrough and junction leakage currents. The DC offsets can be

considered negligible, if they are small compared to signal amplitude.

Large DC offsets, however, would reduce the dynamic range available for

signals.

Harmonic distortion of the filter Is effected by the distortion

of the amplifier, voltage dependence of MOS capacitors and junction

capacitances.

Gain of the amplifier, "on"-reslstance of the switches, junction

capacitances, MOS capacitor mismatch, thin oxide gradients and capacitances

due to metal Interconnect effect the capacitor ratio a.

5.2. niter Version 3 Design

5.2.1. Optimal Design Procedure

It Is desirable to have the clock (sample) rate as high as possible

relative to the filter passband frequencies In order to reduce the

aliasing of the Input signal (and to reduce the requirements on any

anti-aliasing filter that may be required). The filters which have

been described In Chapter 3 are particularly amenable to high sample rate

operation, because their sensitivity to parameter variations decreases

as the clock rate Is Increased. However, the size of the capacitor

ratio •• required for a given frequency response also Increases with

clock rate, which Increases the silicon area requirements.
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TABLE I

Second Order Effects

Section Effect

5.1.1. Low-frequency gain

Unity-gain frequency

5.1.2. Input offset voltage

5.1.3. Output swing

5.1.4. Input noise voltage

5.1.5. Harmonic distortion

5.1.6. "on'^-resistance of the

switches

5.1.7. Clock feedthrough

5.1.8. Junction capacitance

5.1.9. Junction leakage

5.1.10. Noise of MOSFET switches

5.1.11. MOS capacitor mismatch

5.1.12. Voltage dependence of
MOS capacitors

5.1.13. Thin oxide gradients

5.1.14 Meal interconnect

5.1.15. Package parasitics

Typical Numbers

100-10000 [39]

2-5 MHz [39]

tens of milivolts [39]

see section 5.1.3

30-100 microvolts, integrated

over a band from 20 Hz to

50 kHz [39]

usually negligible because

reduced by the loop gain

several kiloohms

tens or hundreds of milivolts,

depending on technology and

circuit design

tens of femtofarads for each

terminal pair [39]

10 pA/mil2 [25]

wideband rms noise 64.5 yV

for C = 1 pF

0.02-0.3% [39]

24 ppm/V [16]

10-100 ppm/mil [16]

lOx smaller than the thin

oxide capacitance (per area)

pin capacitance 1.5 pF
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For medium to low Q filters (i.e., Q < 30) the low Q sensitivity

of version 2 is not required and thus the reduction in circuit complexity

achieved with version 3 gives it a distinct advantage over the other

versions.

As mentioned in Section 5.1.1» the finite open-loop gain of

the a]iq)lifier should be included in design equations of the filter.

The required value for this gain is very dependent on the frequency

response of the filter and is to be determined from the sensitivity of

filter parameters to A^. The transfer function for the version 3 filter,

including Ay, is

V_.(z) kciia«Y
^ (5.66)

V (z") 2in z -z(k+n-eYCi2)'Hc(rr+YCi2®2^

where

<5.67)

14a

Y - 1 - (5.68a)
v

®2n « 1 - 7^ (6.58b)
A

v

AO

c •= kd+Oj^) (5.69)

The sensitivity equations (3.56a), (3.56b), (3.56c), (3.56d) and (3.56e),

derived under conditions that f^ << f^ and Q » 1, are valid if an

additional condition is fulfilled: A^ » Q. Since A^ has become a

new filter variable, it is necessary to calculate the sensitivity of

filter parameters to Ay. Under conditions mentioned above, we obtain

after some manipulation:
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S^° =-5^ [a,a+ ^)-l] (5.70a)

S? -:?-(0+^) (5.70b)
A A 6

V V

While the sensitivity of is certainly small, the sensitivity of Q

«2
will be less than 1 only if > Q (0 + ~).

Thus, the optimal design procedure for the version 3 filter, given

f^ and Q- is as follows: first, choose a clock rate f , a value of
OX ^

(see Fig. 3.11) and a gain A^; then calculate the value of k from the

expression:

TTf^ irff. I 1/2 2vf
2A expl- ]cos[j—(4 j ^ ]-A n+a^y-expl- Qf 3

k = ^ (5.71a)

and finally, calculate ot_ and A:

1 1

OjL =— expl- ] - n) (5.71b)

k(l+aj^)

where,

1+a

Y = 1 -
A

V

i (5.72a)

2. :(5.72b)n-l-j-
V

5.2.2. Design Example

Two version 3 lowpass filters (Fig. 3.10a) are to be designed.

One should be a high Q filter with Q = 73 at a center frequency of
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= 0.0366 (filter I), while the second should have the relatively

low QB 1 at a center frequency of 0.0165 f^ (filter II).

The sensitivity equations (3.56c), (3.56d) and (3.56e) show that

the Q sensitivities increase for increasing Q. Therefore we are going

to choose the optimal value of from Fig, 3.11: 02 "= 2 for the high

Q filter. Next step is calculation of gain A^. If not more than 1%

Q variation due to 10% gain variation is desired, then should be less
V

than 0.1:

Nhen Eq. (5.73) is substituted in Eq. (5.70b), we obtain ^ 6000.

From Eq. (5.71) and (5.72) remaining coefficients and A can be found.

Since the coefficients have to be rounded off in order to be realizable,

it is necessary to find a suitable combination. For our case it has

been found:

Filter I: « 0.028, = 1.99, A » 0.015

This combination gives Q = 73.14. Equations 93.56) adn (5.70a) yield all

sensitivities:

f

S " B 0.23 (5.74a)
°1

f f

S " B8/ « 0.24 (5.74b)

$2 - 8.2 (5.74c)

• S? = 8.43 (5.74d)
2

f

V " (5.74e)
V
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We shall choose a different design approach for the low Q filter II.

In this case, we are not concerned about high Q sensitivities so we

can try to minimize the capacitor area. We choose our coefficients

so that ®Aa2 ond rather arbitrarily = 40:

Filter II: « .06, " .182, A « .295

The resulting Q Is 0.99. The sensitivities can be again calculated

based on Eq. (3.56) and (5.70):

f^
s ° = 2.5 (5.75a)
"l

- s.° = 2.22 (5.75b)
"2 ^

s'' - 0.44 (5.75c)
"a

= 0.57 (5.75d)
°2

si " 0.47 (5.75e)

- 0.2 (5.75f)
A

V

si = 0.05 (5.75g)

5.2.3. Conclusions

As expected, the Q sensitivity for filter I Is relatively high

and therefore serious attention should be paid when designing the

lay-out of this filter.
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5.3. MOS Amplifier Design

5.3.1. Design Description

Since the amplifier requirements for low and high Q filters are

quite different, two amplifier designs were performed. The first Is

a new operational amplifier design with a gain of 6000, while the second

is a simple differential pair with a gain of AO. The advantage of using

a simple amplifier for low Q filters Is the savings achieved In circuit

area (which was about a factor of 2.5).

The main problem of single channel MOS amplifiers Is the low gain

per gain stage. For this reason depletion type loads were used which

inherently offer more gain than enhancement loads (see Chapter A.3.1).

A single channel NMOS operational amplifier with depletion loads Is

shown In Fig. 5.9. The Input stage Ml, M2, M3 and MA Is a single-

ended differential amplifier. This Is followed by the level shifter

M8, M9 which drives the main gain stage. The transconductance of the

driver transistor MIO has been Increased by adding the current source

Mil, M12, which provides more DC bias current for M16 and thus Increases

the total gain of this state (similarly as In Fig. A.16b). The transistor

M13 (common gate configuration) Isolates the load device MIA. The output

stage M17, >118 Is connected as a push-pull driver but the main gain

stage has so much gain that M18 basically operates as a source follower

with M17 as the load.

Frequency compensation Is accomplished by an on-chip Miller

capacitor C^ = 6 pF. This compensation capacitor has not been connected

directly to the output of the main gain stage because this would Introduce

a right—half plane zero due to signal feedthrough, as we have seen In

Chapter A.5.2. Instead has been connected to another push-pull
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driver (M15, M16) following the main gain stage. This configuration

has the advantage that the main gain stage is essentially bypassed

at high frequencies; otherwise the Miller capacitor would have been

applied over too many poles. This is practically the feedforward

compensation from the Chapter 4.3.2. The dominant pole of the amplifier

is then determined by multiplied by the gain of the main stage and

load iiiq>edance of the input stage (H3).

The circuit has been designed so that its operation is largely

independent of the threshold voltage variations. Configurations and

geometries were selected in such way that all quiescent voltages through

the an^lifier track the quiescent voltages of the bias string MS, M6,

M7 [23]. This assures that all devices will be in saturation even for

large threshold voltage variations.

As mentioned above for low Q filters an amplifier with only moderate

gain is needed. For such filters a relatively simple differential

amplifer which is shown in Fig. 5.10 has been designed. The amplifier

consists of the differential input stage M19, M20, M21 and M22, the output

stage M26, M27 and the bias string M23, M24, M25. This amplifier is the

same design as the input stage to the operational amplifier of Fig. 5.9.

Table II contains the w/t ratios for all the MOSFETs in the two

amplifiers.

5-3.2. MOSFET parameters

The process used in this work is an N-channel Al-gate technology.

14 -3The starting material is lightly doped (Cg*=5xlO cm ) p-type silicon.

The threshold voltage equation used in this calculation uses the

basic threshold equation [47]:
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TABLE II

Mask Device Dimensions

Device w(ym) ^(ym)

Ml 250 20

M2 250 20

M3 10 30

M4 35 20

M5 15 20

M6 10 25

M7 10 30

M8 15 20

M9 10 25

MIO 165 20

Mil 107.05 25

M12 107.05 30

M13 10 25

MIA 10 30

M15 165 20

M16 122.5 30

M17 165 20

M18 122.5 30

M19 250 20

M20 250 20

M21 35 20

M22 10 30

M23 15 20

M2A 10 25

M25 10 30

M26 165 20

M27 122.5 30
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Vn, « + V. (5.76)
T FB B bulk

The flat-band voltage» is given by [34]

y (5.77)
*FB ^MS C

ox

® IX ^2
Since we estimate for our process t = 700 A and Q„/q = 10 cm [49],

OX ox

-14
we calculate = -0.645V + ^ nonimplanted wafer (0^=5x10 ),

the body effect coefficient is y ®0.258 /v, so that body bias -6V would

be necessary for = 0.

The threshold voltage can be raised by Implanting boron so that the

threshold voltages of all enhancement devices would be near OV with zero

11 -2
body bias. A boron dose 7.8x10 cm , energy 50 keV, raises the

threshold voltage by about where is the ion-implanted

charge and F- is the activation parameter. Based on previous

experiments F^ = 1/3 [48], and can be calculated from the dose. The

resulting threshold voltage shift is AV^ ®0.823 V. To first order, a

step function of depth D can be used to approximate the actual implanation

profile. If D is small or equal to the depletion layer width w^, then the

body effect coefficient changes: the substrate doping concentration,

C-, is replaced by the step doping concentration, Ng [47]:

N s C +F ^ (5.78)"s B B qp

An estimate for our case, based on curves for projected range [44],

is N - lO^^cm"^. The body effect coefficient y is then 1.153
S

The threshold voltage equation for enhancement mode devices is

Vj - 0.178 V+ 1.153 /v /0.5A2V-Vgg (5.79)
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A second ion Implantation has to be performed for depletion devices.

As we plan to implant the whole wafer with boron, the final threshold

voltage shift of the depletion devices will be given by the difference

of both threshold votlage shift

iv, „pJib . r p. (5.80)

Phosphorous dose of 2.1xl0^^cm energy 150 keV and * 1/2 148],

yield AV^*=-2.5 V. An estimate of the step doping concentration which
16 —2considers both implants gives Ng 2.7x10 cm • Because this is

mainly phosphorous,will increase so that > D. Assuming a linear

tail of the implanted profile, we take Ng(x=w^) "

- 2.7x10^^x0.3 ym/5 jm and use this value for y calculation:

Y • 0.463 vV. The threshold voltage equation for depletion devices is

then given by

Vj = -3.145 V+ 0.463 /0.542V-Vgg (5.81)

The conduction factor k used in this work is given by Eq. (4.3):

k >= k'Cj) - I yC^(|) (5.82)

Previous investigations for a similar process and substrate material
e 2

have yielded following data: t^^ " 700 A, y « 868 cm /V sec [49]. Hence

k' " 22 yA/V^.

The dimension £ in Eq. (5.82) is the electrical effective channel

length, which is the distance between the source and drain N-regions.

This distance is less than the masking dimension by the amount of lateral

N-region diffusion:

» - W -
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in which Xj is the junction depth and is the lateral diffusion

coefficient. From Ref. 149] we take «= 0.2 mil.

5.3.3. Bias Current Calculations

The next step in our design is to determine bias currents in the

operational amplifier. All bias currents are set by the bias string

M6, H7 (Fig. 5.11a). Its quiescent current is 22 pA when Eq. (4.2)

and parameters derived in Section 5.3.2 are employed. Power supply

+15V and substrate bias -2.5V are assumed. The quiescent voltages are

V. « 3.2 V and « 7.67 V.
A IS

All other bias currents will be scaled according to the (w/i) ratio

of each current source, as described in Section 4.3.2. The values of

all bias currents are given in Fig. 5.11b. Since all the quiescent

voltages track the quiescent voltages of the bias string and V^, all

DC voltage level in the amplifier are known.

The predicted power supply current is then 0.82 mA, which results

in a power dissipation of 12.3 mV.

Similar design considerations are valid for the differential pair.

The power supply current should be about 0.32 mA and power dissipation

4.8 mW.

5.3.4. Gain Calculations

Let us proceed to calculate the voltage gain. Substituting the

quiescent currents and voltages derived in Section 5.3.3 in small—signal

MOSFET parameters (Eq. (4.10), (4.11) and (4.24b)) gives the trans-

conductance and the output impedance of device of interest. E.g.:

' 2/22pA/v2x ^5.67 pA = l/(5.154kn)
(5.84)
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If the channel length modulation is neglected, the output Impedance of

device M3 is primarily determined by the body effect (X«0):

/^B3""^Bb'*"^B 1 / 0.5A2V+2.5V+7.67V
°^3 yk' (^)3l„3 °0.463 ^ / aavA/V^x

«= 470.8 kn (5.85)

The differential-mode voltage gain of the input stage Ml, M2, M3 and

M4 is given by

I • gml '̂̂ 01°''04 '̂̂ gm2'̂ 02 ^03 (5.86)
'̂ 03''̂ 02'''̂ '̂ 01 04^ ^

Assume X= 0. Hence r^^ ^02 ^ ^04 " Equation (5.86) then yields

I\ll =<«ml+8m2> ^
Sml°«m2-

The input stage is followed by the level shifter M8, M9 which has

the voltage gain

8n9(ro8"'̂ 09^ ap.,

Again we can proceed as above; assume r^g = ®and r^^ is finite due to

body effect. The final calculation gives |a^2I ^ 0.8125.

The voltage gain of the main gain stage (MID, Mil, M12, M13 and M14)

can be calculated as
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I. . ^mlO 014
K3I r

013 014 -

^^3^^013"''̂ ^ ^^010 ^^^^012^

This becomes for Tq^^q « ^013 ^ "

|A 1. ^0 OlA „ j5j^_5 (5.90)
" = + 1

®id13'012

Finally, the output stage M17, MIS has a voltage gain of

|A I = (5.91)

For ^027 ® gain is |A^ |̂ ®0.934. The voltage gain of the

feedthrough path (see Fig. 5.12a) is

KJ -^ -1-5 «•«)

The gains and are added at the output of the output stage so that

the voltage gain of this part of the amplifier is given by

This is shown in Fig. 5.12b.

The block diagram of the operational amplifier is shown in Fig. 5.12c

in which the frequency compensation path is included. The total open-

loop voltage gain is

A^ ^ « A -A ,(A ,+A ,) A e « 5303 (5.93)
vtot vl v2 v3 v4'^ v5

The block diagram of the differential pair is illustrated in Fig. 5.12d
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Figure 5-IS: (a) Circuit diagram of the feedforward path
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The gain can be found as

A - A ,A . - 42.6 (5.94)
vtot vl v5

5»3.5. Common-mode Rejection Ratio

The CMRR will be mainly determined by the input stage. The common-

mode voltage gain of the input stage can be derived as

ro3[14s^(r„,ero,))+r„2ll+(g^+8„2+7^)(roi«ro,)]

The CMRR is then given by

(5.95)

CMRR « 20 log (5.96)
cml

Naturally, « 0 for r^^^ " r^^ " " «. Assuming the value of
Xa 0.11/1 IA9], we can estimate that r^^ = 1.063 Mft. Then A^ « 0.2209

for r = r « = ® and hence CMRR « 46.31 dB. This is rather low but
01 02

since CMRR is not important for our application it is not necessary to

increase it.

5.3.6. Unity-gain Frecjuency

A 6 p7 capacitor has been used for compensation of the operational

amplifier. The small-signal impedance at the source of M3 is r^^ = 470.8 kn

if r ^ is neglected. The capacitance at this node is given by the

compensation capacitor multiplied by ^y2^^v3'̂ ^v4^^v3* Therefore the

frequency of the dominant pole is (see Eq. (4.96) and (4.106a))

3dB 2,n:o3C^A^2(A^3+A^^)A^5 485 Hz (5.97)
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Equation (5.97) would contain instead of if

The unity—gain frequency GBW of the operational amplifier is

approximately (Eq.. (4.99))

= 2.57 MHZ (5.98)

An attempt was made to simulate the operational amplifer using

the circuit analysis program SPICE 2. This program uses the MOSFET model

which is derived from the Frohman-Grove model [50]. The simulation

predicted a total gain of 9750, further the dominant pole was at 250 Hz

and the unity—gain frequency was at 4.7 MHz. The total power supply

current was 1.1 mA. Measurements performed on fabricated amplifiers

showed that values prediced by hand calculation were more accurate than

the values predicted by SPICE 2 simulation. The difference is obviously

due to different modeling approach.

Nevertheless, the computer simulation can help to predict

frequency behavior of the amplifier because all voltage gains

and quiescent currents are scaled up in the same way.

The capacitances do not scale with the exception of the Miller

capacitance which scales with the gain (Eq. (5.97)). The node capacitances

have to include metal interconnect capacitances and pin capacitances.

Figure 5.13a shows the frequency response of the operational

amplifier without feedforward path, i.e., the gates of M15 and M17 are

connected to a DC voltage source. The form of the response suggests

that there is a pair of complex poles in the right half plane due to

pole-splitting. The simulations confirmed that this configuration

is not stable.

The frequency response of the feedforward path is shown in
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Fig. 5.13b. The effect of the feedforward can be seen from Fig. 5.13c

which shows the frequency response of the complete operational amplifier

(see Section 4.5.2). The phase margin is ® -2.5® and consequently

the amplifier would not be stable when connected as a voltage follower

(Eq. (5.13)).

The stability problem of a sampled data integrator discussed in

Section 5.1.1 can be now solved for our particular case. From the

circuit lay-out the approximate values are aC ~ 4 pF, C ~ 2 pF and

C - 2 pF (rather large because the inverting input is connected to a
par

package pin for testing purposes). Using Eq. (5.10) and (5.11) we find

S = 1/3 and 3' = 1/2. The amplifier will be stable because = 81®

for 1/B* = 6 dB.

According to the frequency response shown in Fig. 5.13c the first

two poles needed for the small—signal settling time estimate are

p^/27r « 250 Hz and = 3.5 MHz. The conservative hand calculation

yielded Pj^/2Tr = 485 Hz and GBW = 2.57 MHz. Let us assume that the

second pole lies at the hand calculated unity—gain frequency. When all

other poles and all zeros are neglected, the settling time t^ can be

estimated using Eq. (5.16), (5.17) and (5.18) as t^ * 0.74 ysec.

The dominant pole of the differential pair can be predicted from the

following expression:

f - J r— (5.59)
3® 2i.(ro2"ro3)C3

Ftom above we get rQ2 ® r^^ = 470.8 kI2. From lay-out we obtain
" 3.6 pF. The calculations then yield f^dB ~ ~ ^ HMz.
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5.3.9. Conclusions

Vhlle the voltage gain of the differential pair is more than

sufficient, according to hand calculation the voltage gain of the

operational amplifier is about 10% lower than required. This would

result in 1% Q variation (Eq. (5.73)) which is very small and therefore

negligible.

As far as the slew rate requirement is concerned, it has been

stated in Section 3.1.1 that the amplifier only needs to respond to

the change of the output signel at the passband frequencies. The

critical one will be obviously the center frequency for which the

max. change is

dv . I
V ^ (5.103)

for an output signal ® ^^©ut pp^^^ will cause

a change at the output of the amplifier of AV after a clock cycle T^.

Hence

f-

AV «= IT V ^ (5.104)f^ out,pp

The slewing time can be then estimated from the formula ® AV/SR

as

f-

t, ^ « 0.4 psec (5.105)slew SR f^ out,pp

for SR = 4.3 V/ psec, " 0.0366 and = 15 V.

Considering the small-signal settling time of 0.74 psec and

slewing tii&e of 0.4 psec we can conclude that the operational amplifier

should be able to operate for clock rate in the order of several

hundreds of kHz.



5-3.7. Slew Rate

When the differential input voltage exceeds the value of
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2v4^,/(k'(T)o) » 0.81 Vfor our case, the amplifier slews at a
D4 12'

limiting rate determined by the quiescent current of the input stage

flnd the compensation capacitor. The max. slew rate depends on max.

current the input stage can provide to charge or discharge the compensation

capacitor. Under this condition the max. slewing rate across this

capacitor is

dV^ I
—(5.100a)
. dt C

c

for a negative—going output (see Fig. 5.11): since M2 is cut—off, the

current diverted into the integrator consisting of the capacitor

and the amplifier Ay2^^v3*^^v4^^v5 Similarly we can find

dV

(5.100b)
dt C

c

for a positive-going output. The max. slew rate is then given by

SR = 4.3 V/psec (5.101)

for " 6 pF, «= 25.67 pA and 1^^^ = 51.33 pA.

5.3.8. Output'Impedance

The output impedance of the amplifier is given by

Z - —(5.102)

For our case Z ^ 2.9 kll. The same value applies for the differential
out

pair.
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CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6.1. Introduction

Two version 3 low pass filters (Fig. 3.10a) have been fabricated.

One was designed to be a high Q filter with Q « 73.14 at a center frequency

of f^ « 0.0366 f^, while the second had the relatively low Qof 0.99 at a

center frequency of 0.0165 f^.

6.2. Description of the Integrated Circuit

The photograph of the completed IC is shown in Fig. 6.1a. The overall

IC size is 76 x 76 mil including contact pads. Filter I (Q°73) uses the

2
operational amplifier shown in Fig. 5.9. The amplifier area is 636 mil

2
and the total filter occupies an area of 2050 mil . Filter II (Q=l) has

2 2
an area of 784 mil including the differential pair which occupies 320 mil .

A 10 pm minimum feature size and 2.5 pm minimum alignment tolerance were

used. The thin oxide thickness was 1000 A. for capacitor dielectrics
O

(grown over n ) and 700 A for transistor gates.

The process used an n-channel A£-gate MOS technology described in

14 -3
the appendix. The starting material was lightly doped (0^5x10 cm )

Jd

p-type silicon with ^100^ crystal orientation. Therefore p^ isolation

diffusion was necessary in order to Increase the threshold voltage of the

parasitic thick oxide transistors. Further the whole wafer was implanted

11 2
with boron (dose 7.8x10 /cm , energy 50 keV) so that the threshold

voltages of all enhancement devices would be near 0 V with zero body bias.

The depletion devices were implanted with phosphorous with a dose of

12 2
2.1 X 10 /cm at an energy of 150 keV. The threshold voltage of the
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depletion loads is near '3 V with zero body bias.

The capacitor areas were defined solely by the metal pattern. The

area ratios of the capacitors are as follows:

Filter I: « 0.028, « 1.99, A « 0.015

Filter II: » 0.06, « 0.182, A « 0.295

Because of higher sensitivity of Q to coefficients for filter I (high Q)

an effort has been made to make the ratio of capacitor perimeters the

same as the ratio of the areas (see section 5.1.11). This minimizes the

dependence of the area ratio on the etching of the metal pattern. The

smallest capacitor used in filter I was 2 pfs. and was 1 pf. in filter II.

The package used was a AO pin multilayer ceramic dual-in-line

package. The measured capacitance between two adjacent unbonded pins

was 0.2 pF and capacitance between a pin and the package ground was 1.5 pF.

As seen from the photograph in Fig. 6.1a, the IC contains 38 bonding

pads. Most of these were used only for testing purposes. For the actual

operation only four pads are necessary for a filter (input, output and

two-phase clock) in addition to three pads for power supply, ground and

substrate bias.

6.3. MOSFET Characteristics

Two test devices were incorporated in the IC die. One was an

enhancement mode device and the other one was a depletion mode device.

Figures 6.2a and 6.2b illustrate the drain current-voltage charac

teristics of the N-channel enhancement mode MOSFET, i.e. 1^ vs. V^^g.

The geometries were w • O.A mil and t •* 0.8 mil. varied IV/step

and last step was 10 V. The substrate bias used was V^g «= 0 V.
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Figure 6«2.d: vs. V^g of the enhancement mode MDSFET
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Fig. 6.2c shows the body effect. I.e. vs. V^g with V^g = ^ds'

last step was •= -10 V. The effect of substrate bias on the threshold
BS

voltage is shown in Fig. 6.2d.

The drain current-voltage characteristics of the N-channel depletion

mode MOSFET can be seen in Fig. 6.3a and 6.3b. The dimensions were

w «= 0.4 mil and £ = 1.4 mil; the substrate bias was V^g = 0 V and last

step was 10 V. Fig. 6.3c shows vs. V^g characteristics.

6.4. Amplifier Performance

Table III contains the measured performance of a sample of five

amplifiers. The DC transfer characteristic of the operational amplifier

can be seen in Fig. 6.4a. The power supply voltage was 15 V and substrate

bias was -2.5 V.

When the substrate bias was varied, following parameter changes

were noticed (with 15 V power supply):

Substrate bias OV -2.5V -5V

Input offset voltage mean 120mV 49mV 23.4mV

Input offset voltage standard deviation llmV 9mV 7mV

Low frequency gain mean 3750 6000 7850

Low frequency gain standard deviation 230 290 260

The equivalent input noise voltage of an amplifier can be expressed

as (see sections 4.5.4 and 5.1.4)

v^ r» (6»1)eq,tot eq,th^ f

It been found from measurements that the thermal noise was

/v^ »100 nV/»^ and the flicker noise corner frequency was
eq,th



TABLE III

PERFORilANCE PARAMETERS OF AMPLIFIERS

POWER SUPPLY +15V AND SUBSTRATE BIAS -2.5V
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OP. AMP. DIFF. PAIR

Input offset voltage mean A9 mV 36.5 mV

Input offset voltage standard deviation 9 mV 20 mV

Low frequency gain mean 6000 40

Low frequency gain standard deviation 290 1

Common-mode rejection ratio

Unity-gain frequency

Slew rate ^ V/ys 2 V/ys

Power supply rejection ratio 48 dB 38 dB

Input noise voltage (up to 100 kHz) 45 yV 38 yV

Output voltage swing +0.4 V, +14.3 V +5.4 V, +14.0 V

Power consumption

60 dB 56 dB

2 MHz 3.4 MHz

13 mW 5 mW
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-2V -4V -6V -8V -I0V

(c)

Figure 6*3>c: V„ vs. Vjg of the depletion mode MOSFET
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fgeq ®5.5 kHz for the operational amplifier.
The operational amplifier had the tendency to oscillate when connected

as a voltage follower without any load. This is due to the fact that the

amplifier was compensated for its operation as a sampled data integrator

only (sections 5.1.1 and 5.3.6). When the amplifier is to be used as a

voltage follower, the compensation capacitor has to be larger. The

oscillations stopped when either the substrate bias was lowered to 0 V

or the amplifier was loaded by a capacitive load. Figure 6.4b shows the

step response of the operational amplifier connected as a voltage follower

and loaded by 55 pF.

The DC transfer characteristics of the differential pair is shown

in Fig. 6.4c.

6.5. Amplifier Calculations Based on Measured MOSFET Characteristics

It is interesting to calculate the parameters of both amplifiers from

the measured MOSFET characteristics.

First it is necessary to model our transistors. The best-fit of

V vs. V characteristics yielded two equations for the enhancement
T BS

mode MOSFET (from Fig. 6.2d):

= 1.215 ^ /-0.556V-Vgg for -3V < < OV (6.2a)

« 0.474 /l7.47V-Vgg for -8V < V^g < -4V. (6.2b)

Since the channel length modulation parameter X from Eq. (4.5) is dependent

on the electrical effective channel length £ (Eq. 5.83) we introduce

a parameter X* ^ X£ so that

(6.3)
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Figure 6.55 Bias currents in the N^50S operational amplifier
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-3
From measurements: XLm " 7.06 x 10 mil/V.

£Nn

The threshold voltage equations for the depletion mode MOSFET can

be found for best-fit from Fig. 6.3c as

V„ " -2.5V + 0.38 /v /O.gv-Vjg (6.4)

-3The parameter A.545 x 10 mil/V.
2

The normalized conduction factor was in both cases k* = 20 yA/V ,

When calculating the quiescent current and voltages in the bias

string M5, M6, M7 (Fig. 5.11a) there was considerable discrepancy between

measured and calculated values. However, when Eq. (6.4) was changed to

V = -2.9V + 0.38 /0.9V-Vgg (6.5)

the bias current calculation gave « 23.3 yA and the quiescent voltages

were V « 2.8 V and V_ = 6.6 V. The measured quiescent voltages were
A B

V. « 3 V and V_ " 6.7 V. .
A IS

The values of all quiescent currents in the operational amplifier

are given in Fig. 6.5. The power supply current is then 0.87 mA and

the power consumption 13 mW.

Calculations for the differential pair yield the power supply current

of 0.334 mA and the power consumption of 5 mW.

The voltage gains of the individual stages can be calculated similarly

to. section 5.3.4. The values for the measured MOSFET characteristics and

quiescent currents are « 44.43, A^^ " 0.94, A^^ = 156.7, A^^ « 1.5

and A - « 0.93. The total open-loop gain of the operational amplifier
v5

is then A^^^^ - 6143. The gain of the differential pair is A^^^^ = 41.7.

The common-mode rejection ratio can be derived as CMRR « 49.15 dB

the output impedance as « 2.93 kft and the slew rate as SR = 4.53 V/ysec



TABLE IV

FILTER PERFORMANCE

Filter I Filter 1

Clock rate f
c

102.4 kHz 16 kHz

Calculated: center frequency 3.75 kHz 264 Hz

selectivity Q 73.14 0.99

Measured: center frequency mean 3.715 kHz 287 Hz

center frequency standard deviation 13 Hz 1 Hz

selectivity mean 71.2 0.97

selectivity standard deviation 2.2 0.004

output wideband noise (rms) 0.85 mV 160 yV

210
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The 3 dB frequency was determined from Eq. (5.97) being f-,_ = A24 Hz

and the unity-gain frequency was GBW " 2.6 MHz for the operational amplifier.

Similar calculations performed for the differential pair gave

f-,_ « 97.7 kHz and GBW =4.1 MHz.
JOB

There is obviously a need for good modeling of MOSFETs with shifted

threshold voltage, especially as far as the effect of ion implantation

on body effect is concerned. This would help to optimize the proper

phase compensation and predict the transient behavior of the amplifier.

6.6. Filter Performance

In Table IV is a summary of the calculated and measured performance

parameters obtained from five filters from three different wafers. The

agreement is excellent between theory and measurements. The high Q filter

has a sensitivity of 10 for the value of Q, thus the measured 3% variation

in Q corresponds to a 0.3% accuracy of the capactiance ratios. Filter II

has a sensitivity of 1 to most of the ratios which results in the 0.3%

variation of the Q and center frequency of that filter.

In filter II there was an 8% discrepancy between the calculated and

the measured mean value of the center frequency f^. This error was due

to an error in layout in which long metal leads connected the switches

and the top plates of the smallest capacitors (which were approximately

1 pf). This increased the value of these switched capacitors by about 8%.

This error could have been reduced during layout in three ways: reduce

the length of the metal leads; increase the size of the capacitors; and

take the effect of this parasitic into account since it will be a constant

for a given layout of the metal leads. More care in layout was taken

in filter I with result that even though the sensitivity was 10 times
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higher for this filter the response was closer to the design goals.

The clock rates which were used to take data were 102.4 kHz for

filter I and 16 kHz for filter II. These rates were chosen In order to

be compatible with a systems application, however Insignificant variations

were noticed In the performance for clock rates which ranged from ICQ Hz

to 500 kHz. At low frequencies leakage currents limited the operation

while the high frequency end was limited by the clock drivers which

were used. Also, It was found that the width of the clock pulses could

be reduced to less than 0.2 psec without any degradation of performance.

In the top trace In Fig. 6.6a the frequency response of filter I

Is shown. The reference level of 0 dB at DC corresponds to 0 dB Insertion

loss through the filter. The peak of the response Is a factor of Q

times larger (Q=73.14 yields 37.3 dB). Also sho\m In Fig. 6.6a Is the

noise spectral density with a 30 Hz bandwidth In which the scale has been

Increased by 30 dB. As expected because of the 37-3 dB gain of the

filter at the center frequency the noise also shows a peak at f^. In

Fig. 6.6b Is shown an expanded scale of the region near the peak of the

filter response. The very narrow 3 dB width of ® 50 Hz can be seen around

the center frequency of 3715 Hz. The frequency response up to 200 kHz

of the same filter Is shown In Fig. 6.6c. The clock frequency can be

seen at 102.4 kHz as expected.

In the upper curve In Fig. 6.7a Is shown the response of filter II

and In Fig. 6.7b Is the response on an expanded scale at low frequencies.

Also shown In Fig. 6.7a Is the noise of the filter after an amplification

of 30 dB (bandwidth 30 Hz). Since this filter has very little gain In

the passband the noise Is not amplified, however the 1/f noise of the

Input MOSFETs of the amplifier can be seen.
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The next three photographs show the two filters operated at different

clock rates: filter I in Fig. 6.8a (f «10 kHz) and in Fig. 6.8b (f =500 kHz)
c c

and filter II in Fig. 6.8c (f^Bi60 kHz). The top traces show the

corresponding frequency responses and the bottom traces show the noise

spectral densities with a 30 Hz bandwidth in all three cases. Vith the

exception of Fig. 6.8a in which the noise spectral density was amplified

by 20 dB, the noise is shown after an amplification of 30 dB (Fig. 6.8b

and 6.8c).

In order to define the dynamic range it is necessary to determine

the dependence of the total harmonic distortion on signal size. In Fig. 6.9

the harmonic distortion is plotted as a function of the output signal for

both filters. It is clearly seen that the high gain of the operational

amplifier used in filter I results in larger output swings with decreased

harmonic distortion in comparison to filter II with the differential pair

amplifier.

The measured clock feedthrough was 800 mV for filter I and 200 mV for

filter II. The amplitude of the clock pulses was 17.5 V.

6.7. Filter Noise

The output wideband noise (see Table IV) was measured integrated

over a band from 20 Hz to f for each filter. Let us estimate the
c

contribution of individual noise sources.

Figure 6.10 shows the version 3 filter including the equivalent

input noise voltage source of the amplifier. The output voltage can be

calculated as

:-kl-po«zy v^
2 V eg.V , • ^ , 2 ^ (6.6)

z -z(k+D+kd+a^a^)
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where

^" (l-hij^) (l+Ao^)

p« Aa^Cl+ttj^) (6.8) /

Considering only the equivalent input noise voltage source and a high

clock rate, the output voltage is

out 2 eq,tot

for frequencies f^ < f < f . The magnitude of the output voltage at
0 c

the center frequency 6 « 2iTfQ/f^ is given by

V (z®e^^) ® ^
out 6 sin 6

(l+a^Xcos 20 +j sin 20) + k

/- [l+(l-Hx2)k4pa2](cos 0+ j sin0)|/ (6.10)

2
where v is the equivalent input noise of the amplifier at the

eq,tot ^

frequency f^.

The Eq. (6.6) represents a high-pass transfer function as far as
2

the noise source v ^ ^ is concerned (Fig. 6.11). The noise at the
eq,tot

output due to the amplifier is

Z2~7ZSv5 V //?
"^1 * 'eq,th' f« Q out eq,tot

(6.11)

integrated over the 3 dB bandwidth Af « f^/Q and multiplied by the gain

at f^ (see Eq. (6.10)). The equivalent input noise of the amplifier

was given by Eq. (5.22).
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Using values given in sections 6.4 and 6.6 the calculation based

A~2on Eq. (6.11) yielded*^ v^ = 568 PV for filter I. When all the noise

of the amplifier was multiplied by the transfer function and integrated

1/2up to the clock frequency f^ and the noise due to MOSFET switches (kT/C)

was added, the total output wideband noise was 578 PV. The photographs

of the noise spectral density at the output of filter I shown in

section 6.6 clearly show peaking of noise at f^ which is consistent

with our calculation. This noise is obviously dominant for filter I.

The measured output wideband noise was 850 PV for filter I. The

discrepancy is due to calculation approximations, measurement inaccuracies,

ground noise and noise pickup.

The noise calculations carried out in similar manner for filter II

show that the MOSFET switches contribute mostly to the total output wideband

noise, for this filter. The calculated noise due to switches was 91.2 yV while

the total output wideband noise up to f^ including the noise due to the

amplifier was 96.2 pV. Again there was a discrepancy between the calculated

and the measured noise, which was 160 PV for filter 11. The photographs

in section 6.6 show the noise spectral density at the output of filter 11:

however, it is necessary to realize that these pictures contain noise

of the spectrum analyzer as well, particularly the 1/f component.
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APPENDIX

N-CHANNEL MOS ALUMINUM GATE PROCESS

Parts of this process, i.e. steps 1 to 20 and 31 to 36, have evolved

in their present form through previous effort [51]. Two ion implants

and a passivation (steps 21 to 30) have been added for this particular

fabrication sequence.

Fabrication sequence

1. Initial wafer cleaning:

a) DI:HF (9:1), room temperature, dip, 2 min

b) TCE, 60®C, 10 min

c) Acetone, room temperature, 2 min

d) DI, rinse

e) RCAl cleaning:

NH^0H:H202:DI, (1:1:5), 75®C, 15 min

DI, rinse

f) RCA2 cleaning:

HCL:H202:DI, (1:1:6), 75®C, 15 min

DI, rinse

N2, blow dry

2. Initial oxidation: Initial oxidation furnace, growth of 0.92 y wet

oxide.

a) Wet 02> 0.5 £,/min, 1150®C, 90 min

b) Dry N2» 0.65 ^/min, 850®C, 10 min

3. Photoresist step (p+ isolation diffusion mask)

a) Apply Kodak 747 (Micro neg) photoresist; 50 c.s.; 5000 rpm,

20 sec, single coat
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

Three different versions of a new analog sampled data filtering

approach based on state variable design techniques have been discussed.

An important advantage of this approach is that monolithic high Q filters

can be implemented using single channel MOS technology. Two lowpass

second-order filters have been designed and fabricated and the experimental

results confirm the theoretical considerations presented.

The switched integrators which were used to implement these filters

have application in many other organizations. A particularly interesting

one for Implementing more complex frequency response functions is the

use of leapfrog or active-ladder synthesis techniques [52], The two

pole filters described in this work are actually a limiting form of the

leapfrog method which can be used to synthesize any number of poles and

zeros with very low sensitivity.
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c) N2» 1.25 £/mln, 10 min (dry), 900®C

12. Etch phosphorous glass. HF:DI (1:3), dip, 1.5 mln

13. RCAl & RCA2 cleaning (see steps le. If)

14. Oxide growth over n+: n-type drive-in furnace

a) Wet O2, 0.5 i/min, 1100®C, 34 min

b) Dry N2f 1.0 £/min, 900®C, 10 min

15. Photoresist step (gate oxide mask)

Same as step 9, except (i), for which time is 6.5 min

16. RCAl & RCA2 cleaning (see steps le. If)

17. Gate oxide growth: n-type drive-in furnace, wafer horizontal on boat.

a) Dry ©29 1.5 £/min, 1000®C, 110 min total time

b) N2» £/min, 900®, 10 min
11 2

18. Implant: Boron, dose 7.8x10 /cm , energy 50 keV

19. RCAl cleaning (see step le)

20. Heat under infrared lamp, 10 min

21. Photoresist step (depletion load mask)

Same as steps 3a - 3h

12 2
22. Implant: Phosphorous, dose 2.1x10 /cm , energy 150 keV

23. Photoresist strip

Same as step 3j

24. Oxide etch: etch only back side of the wafer using Q-tip, NH^F:HF (5:1),

room temperature•

25. RCAl & RCA2 cleaning (see steps le. If)

26. Passivation: n-type predeposition furnace

a) 0^, 0.1 £/min
^ 5 min (dry), 1000®C

N2, 1.25 £/min



b) Air dry, 15 min

c) Prebake, 90°C, 30 min

d) Expose mask, 3.5 sec

e) Spray develop, 30 sec

f) Spray rinse, 20 sec

s) Dry N2

h) Postbake, 125®C, 30 min

i) Oxide etch, NH^F:HF (5:1), room temperature. 9.5 min

j) Photoresist strip, RT-1, room temperature, 5 min

RCAl & RCA2 cleaning (see steps le. If)

225

5. p+ predeposltion; p-type predeposltion furnace 950®C

®2^6' S,/m±n 1
0^9 0.013 J./min / Simultaneous flow, 15 min

N^, 1.3 1/min
^ J

6. Etch boron glass, HF:DI (1:3), dip, 1.5 min

7. RCAl & RCA2 cleaning (see steps le. If)

8. Oxide growth over p+: p-type drive-in furnace, 1150®C

a) Wet O2* 0.5 i/min, 16 min

b) Dry 1-0 i/min, 10 min

9. Photoresist step (n+ diffusion mask)

Same as step 3, except (i), where etch for 10 min

10. RCAl & RCA2 cleaning (see steps le. If)

11, n4- predeposltion: n-type predeposltion furnace, 1100®C, POCi^, 0®C

a) 0-, 0.1 l/min I
^ ) 5 min (dry), 1100®C

N2, 1.25 l/mlnj

b) O^f 0.1 l/min

N2, 1.25 £/min \ 20 min (dry), 1100®C
POCi^, 0.096 £/min
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k) DI, rinse

£) N2» blow dry

33. Heat treatment; Sintering over, A50®C

(9:1), 1 A/min, 5 min ,
2.2 i



b) 02» 0.1 Vmin

N2, 1.25 Z/min \ 2mln (dry), 1000®C
POC y 0.096 £/min

c) 1.25 £/min, 10 min (dry), 900°C

27- Dip, H2S0^:H202 (4:1), 90®C (self-heating), 5 min

28. Photoresist step (contact mask)

Same as step 3, except (d), where mask is exposed 2.5 sec, then

shifted one row, and again exposed 2.5 sec. This eliminates pinholes.

Also, in (i) 1 min etch.

29. RCAl & RCA2 cleaning (see steps le. If)

30. Dry under infrared lamp, 10 min

31. Evaporate aluminum, 0.3 p to 0.4 p thickness

32. Photoresist step (metallization mask)

a) Heat under infrared lamp, 10 min

b) Apply AZ1350J photoresist, 8000 rpm,

30 sec, single coat

c) Prebake, 90®C, 45 min

d) Expose mask, 12.5 sec

e) Develop with MF312 or AZ1350J developer,

developer: DI, (1:1), 45 sec

f) DI, rinse

g) Postbake, 90®C, 30 min

h) Etch aluminum with aluminum etchant type A, 45®-50®C with

ultrasonic agitation, 30 sec — 45 sec

i) DI, rinse

j) Strip photoresist with 1112 photoresist stripper, 50®-60®C,

2-3 min
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